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· · · ·STATE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF FLORIDA
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· · · · · · · · · · ·APPEARANCES

IAC MEMBERS:

VINNY OLMSTEAD, CHAIR
CHUCK COBB
PETER COLLINS
GARY WENDT
PETER JONES

SBA EMPLOYEES:

ASH WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CIO
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·1· · · · · ·INVESTMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL
· · · · · · · COMPENSATION SUBCOMMITTEE
·2· · · · · · · · CONFERENCE CALL

·3· · · · · · · · · · · * * *

·4· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· And this, of course, is Vinny

·5· ·Olmstead, which I am chair of the subcommittee on

·6· ·compensation for the IAC this year, so welcome

·7· ·all.· Ash, I'm following the agenda.· I'm going

·8· ·to kick us off here.· Quick question.· Do we need

·9· ·an approval for the minutes from September of

10· ·2018?

11· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· I presume we do, yes.· So

12· ·hopefully everyone has had a chance to take a

13· ·look.

14· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· I've taken a look.· And a

15· ·motion to approve those.

16· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Second.

17· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· So that was Peter Collins

18· ·seconding.

19· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· All in favor.

20· · · · (Ayes)

21· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· All in favor.· Great.· Okay.

22· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Vinny, before you move on,

23· ·sorry, I was saying before you got on the call,

24· ·we have a court reporter here, and since those of

25· ·you on the phone, she can't simply look and see
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·1· ·your name tag in front of you like she can with

·2· ·us, so who made the motion there?· It will be

·3· ·useful if everybody can identify themselves

·4· ·before they speak.· Did you do that, Vinny?

·5· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Yeah, Vinny made the motion.

·6· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Okay, great.· Thank you.

·7· ·Sorry to interrupt.

·8· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· No problem.· And for

·9· ·clarification, the committee is, I believe, Gary

10· ·Wendt, Peter Collins, Ambassador Cobb, and Peter

11· ·Jones also?

12· · · · MR. JONES:· This is Peter Jones.· I don't

13· ·think --

14· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· No, Peter Jones is not a

15· ·member of the committee.

16· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Okay.· He's an observer.

17· ·Great.· I think Peter Collins, Chuck Cobb and

18· ·myself were all on this last year, so we have

19· ·some continuity in the process.· And just for a

20· ·reminder, the purpose of this meeting is to

21· ·review the incentive plan design, the executive

22· ·director's compensation, and ultimately the

23· ·committee will make recommendations on the -- at

24· ·least the non-formulaic aspects of Ash Williams'

25· ·compensation, along with a recommendation for any
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·1· ·potential increase in salary.

·2· · · · We will also have Jon Mason of Mercer

·3· ·present their findings on the executive

·4· ·director's performance evaluation, including

·5· ·reviews that were conducted by each of the four

·6· ·members of the compensation committee.

·7· · · · A little bit of -- a quick commentary on my

·8· ·behalf.· I find this process pretty

·9· ·comprehensive.· I think it takes into account

10· ·things like market data, independent reviews,

11· ·study by Mercer, the ability to opine

12· ·confidentially any concerns or positive things

13· ·that are going on.· And so I think the process is

14· ·good.

15· · · · In addition, what I really like about this

16· ·plan is the majority of the compensation is

17· ·derived based on performance, 85 percent on

18· ·performance and 15 percent more qualitative, so

19· ·very explicit in that regard.

20· · · · And 2018 and 2019, by all measures, was a

21· ·very successful year.· I won't review all of the

22· ·aspects of it, but the -- I think the total

23· ·return was north of 6 percent, 6.17 percent or

24· ·so, which was 83 BPs above target, not audited

25· ·but close enough, I think, and the trust fund
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·1· ·grew by 2.5 billion in cash.· So congrats to Ash

·2· ·and the team.· They've done a superb job this

·3· ·year.

·4· · · · As noted, Jon Mason of Mercer will present

·5· ·their findings and recommendations, and then the

·6· ·committee will discuss the findings and provide

·7· ·our recommendations, and I'm sure there will be a

·8· ·number of questions.

·9· · · · And so at this point, two things before Jon

10· ·presents; one, I'm sure Ash would love to make

11· ·some comments, and then if there are any of the

12· ·subcommittee members that are interested and have

13· ·some questions prior to Jon jumping in, we'll

14· ·take the opportunity to do so.· So Ash first and

15· ·then any questions after that, and then I'll turn

16· ·it over to Jon.

17· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· So

18· ·by way of comments, I would offer a couple of

19· ·things.· First of all, since we sent out the

20· ·initial numbers for the year ended June 30, we

21· ·have refined those numbers a little bit.· And

22· ·where we end up is the pension plan return -- and

23· ·this is with some of the private market assets in

24· ·but not all of them.· The real estate values will

25· ·come in later in the year.· We only have those
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·1· ·assets appraised once a year.

·2· · · · But, basically, the updated performance

·3· ·number for the fiscal year ended is 6.26 percent.

·4· ·That's 59 basis points ahead of target,

·5· ·$2.7 billion gain in the fund over the fiscal

·6· ·year.· And that's net of paying out 7 billion in

·7· ·benefit payments over the year, so an aggregate

·8· ·investment gain of 9.7 billion.

·9· · · · I think more importantly for your purposes

10· ·would be the question of, well, how is the team

11· ·holding up and what is the evidence that we have

12· ·the right people in positions of responsibility

13· ·managing this large investment portfolio, the

14· ·success of which determines to a degree the

15· ·safety and soundness of the pensions of about a

16· ·million people who have given their lives to

17· ·public service in Florida.

18· · · · And I think the short answer to that is it's

19· ·working very well.· We are now at a point in the

20· ·incentive compensation plan's life where it is

21· ·mature, meaning all of the -- all of the

22· ·incentive earned under this plan is earned on a

23· ·rolling three year basis.

24· · · · So we are incenting a longer term

25· ·performance, and the boundaries for earning
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·1· ·incentive awards are also bounded by requirements

·2· ·that to actually receive an award, someone

·3· ·doesn't just meet the performance criteria.· They

·4· ·have to do so in a manner consistent with the

·5· ·risk budgeted for their asset class, be free of

·6· ·any compliance issues or other issues of a

·7· ·disciplinary nature involving the board, and the

·8· ·payouts are over two consecutive years.· And in

·9· ·order to collect the second year's payout, one

10· ·must still be working at the board and be in good

11· ·standing.

12· · · · Those are all criteria that were designed

13· ·into the plan originally to avoid moral hazard

14· ·and incent good alignment of behavior for all

15· ·concerned.

16· · · · So if you bring that back to the fiscal year

17· ·ended June 30, I think we see some indications

18· ·that we've got the right people in the jobs;

19· ·number one, because the total fund return was

20· ·good and good relative to benchmark and relative

21· ·to peers, but, number two, if you look at the

22· ·asset classes, global equity, fixed income, real

23· ·estate, private equity and strategic

24· ·investments -- I'm excluding cash -- every single

25· ·one of them was in a position of adding value.
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·1· · · · Global equity, 43 basis points.· Fixed

·2· ·income, 9.· Real estate, 18.· And that's before

·3· ·we've marked up the value of real estate's

·4· ·assets.· Private equity, 785.· Strategic

·5· ·investments, 14.· And, again, there are some

·6· ·private assets in that strategic book that are

·7· ·not fully written up.

·8· · · · So I think the fact that we have a stable

·9· ·team, we've been through a significant degree of

10· ·succession already, we've turned over every

11· ·single one of the asset class heads in the

12· ·ten-years-plus I've been back at the SBA, and

13· ·we've done pretty darn well on the performance

14· ·and we've done really well in terms of recruiting

15· ·and developing talent.

16· · · · I think in the past year we had a little

17· ·turnover.· I think we had one person that we lost

18· ·for an element of economic reasons.· Most of the

19· ·rest of the changes were either people just

20· ·desiring to make a move physically to a different

21· ·part of the country or family situations or a

22· ·retirement, something like that.

23· · · · So I think what we've accomplished, with the

24· ·support of the IAC and the comp subcommittee of

25· ·the IAC, has been to put the State Board in a
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·1· ·posture where we can recruit, motivate and retain

·2· ·talent that is capable of managing more money

·3· ·in-house, and we have materially increased the

·4· ·portion of our dollars we manage in-house over

·5· ·this time period that I'm referring to and will

·6· ·continue to do so in the future.

·7· · · · And I don't think I need to tell any of you

·8· ·it costs a whole lot less money to manage money

·9· ·in-house than it does outside.· I would qualify

10· ·that and say there are a number of strategies

11· ·that we do not see ourselves as competitors in,

12· ·and we will never try and do those things

13· ·in-house.

14· · · · You're not going to see us doing direct

15· ·private equity investments or direct venture

16· ·capital or things of that nature, but there are

17· ·other things that we have done a lot of and we're

18· ·very good at and we can do more, and we would

19· ·envision continuing to do more.

20· · · · So the last thing I would say is, the

21· ·aggregate return environment continues to be

22· ·under pressure.· Rates, interest rates and yields

23· ·are still at historic lows.· Equity markets are

24· ·already appreciated heavily.· Equity-like risk

25· ·strategies, venture, private equity, are also
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·1· ·pretty richly priced, and there's a lot of

·2· ·capital, a lot of dry powder on the sidelines.

·3· · · · None of that says prices can't go higher,

·4· ·but all of that says we're probably later in the

·5· ·game than we are closer to the beginning of the

·6· ·game, and the overall return environment going

·7· ·forward is tough.

·8· · · · The investment return assumption that was

·9· ·the consensus on a total fund basis across the

10· ·five major investment consultancies operating in

11· ·the U.S. last year was 6.4 percent.· We have not

12· ·seen an updated number this year.

13· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· It did tick up a little bit.

14· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· But it came up a tiny bit,

15· ·not much, 15, 16 basis points, something like

16· ·that.· So all that says the importance of getting

17· ·it right is large, as it always has been.· And it

18· ·also tells you that in an environment where the

19· ·returns themselves are in the sort of

20· ·mid-single-digit-plus ballpark, if we can get

21· ·50-plus basis points of tailwind through low

22· ·costs, low cost, that 50 basis points is worth a

23· ·lot more in a 6.5 percent world than it is in a

24· ·16 percent world.

25· · · · So that speaks to the value of internal
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·1· ·investing, the value of having a competent team

·2· ·and retaining the talent, all of which I think is

·3· ·in large measure due to this comp scheme,

·4· ·together with our culture and the merit-based

·5· ·nature of it.· So I'll be happy to answer any

·6· ·questions anyone has.

·7· · · · MR. WENDT:· Gary Wendt has two questions.

·8· ·The first one, just as a reminder, on our three

·9· ·year plan, will any of the employees be getting

10· ·cash this year?

11· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Yes.· And I'm not sure I

12· ·understand the relationship of that question,

13· ·will they be getting cash, to the three year

14· ·question.

15· · · · MR. WENDT:· I need a little refresher.  I

16· ·probably shouldn't have asked that question.· I'm

17· ·sorry.· The second question is, you mentioned,

18· ·you talked about the ins and the outs of cash,

19· ·with the net being plus-two-point-something

20· ·billion.

21· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Yes.

22· · · · MR. WENDT:· But included in the ins, was

23· ·there any contribution from the government, from

24· ·the legislature?

25· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Oh, yes.· Oh, absolutely,
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·1· ·yes.· The legislature fully funded the normal

·2· ·cost of the pension system.· The normal cost is

·3· ·the actuarial carry for the benefits as they

·4· ·currently stand.· And then the other component of

·5· ·what the legislature contributes is an actuarial

·6· ·contribution toward the unfunded liability.

·7· · · · And the convention in government accounting

·8· ·standards is, for pension liability, the

·9· ·actuarially indicated unfunded liability

10· ·contribution is a contribution that if all other

11· ·things are held constant actuarially, the

12· ·unfunded liability would be retired in full at

13· ·the end of 30 years.· So that was -- both of

14· ·those things were fully funded by the legislature

15· ·last year.

16· · · · MR. WENDT:· And approximately how much was

17· ·that?

18· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· Hi, Gary.· This is Lamar.· The

19· ·net cash out was about 7 billion.· It was about

20· ·2.5 billion of contributions from employers and

21· ·employees.· So total net payments -- total gross

22· ·payments was 10 billion out the door, but we got

23· ·about 2.5 billion in the door.· So that gave us a

24· ·net cash outflow of about 7 billion.

25· · · · MR. WENDT:· But doesn't the legislature
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·1· ·approve dollars?· Don't they approve the number

·2· ·of dollars?· That's the number I'm trying to get

·3· ·to.

·4· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· I'm sorry.· Do they approve --

·5· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· You mean the numbers -- the

·6· ·legislature appropriates money every year for

·7· ·pension contribution.

·8· · · · MR. WENDT:· How much?

·9· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· Well, it's about $2.5 billion

10· ·of contributions.

11· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· That's employees.

12· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· That's employees.· So it's

13· ·about, I'd say, maybe 2 billion in total.· But a

14· ·lot of that is not just the state legislature.

15· ·It's also all -- we're a multi-employer plan, so

16· ·the vast majority of the participants are

17· ·actually counties and school districts.· So they

18· ·contribute their own.

19· · · · So the legislature sets the rates overall,

20· ·and they appropriate for the State's portion of

21· ·it, which is about 20 percent, which is roughly

22· ·maybe 6-, $700 million.

23· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· That's right.

24· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· I'd have to break the numbers

25· ·out.· But in total, it's $2.5 billion in total.
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·1· ·And most of that is employers.· I can actually

·2· ·get you the real breakout and send that to you

·3· ·after the meeting, because DMS publishes those

·4· ·numbers.

·5· · · · MR. WENDT:· That's fine.· Thank you.

·6· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Thank you, Gary.

·7· · · · MR. COLLINS:· This is Peter Collins.· I have

·8· ·a question, one follow-up question on that.· So

·9· ·if I'm hearing it right, because we had a net

10· ·positive of $2.5 billion last year after payouts

11· ·but we had $2.5 billion come in, we were

12· ·basically -- without that $2 billion, we would

13· ·have, based on just performance, we would have

14· ·had just enough to pay out the benefits.

15· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Yeah, more or less.

16· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Okay.· So we carried our own

17· ·weight last year without the legislature or

18· ·without the cities and counties contributing

19· ·their portions.

20· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Well, I don't know that I'd

21· ·put it quite that way, because they did

22· ·contribute their portion and they have.· In fact,

23· ·in the history of the FRS, there have only been

24· ·three years when the legislature did not fully

25· ·fund the normal cost and the actuarially -- the
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·1· ·contribution to any unfunded liability that may

·2· ·have existed, because you will remember that the

·3· ·Florida Requirement System, upon being created,

·4· ·was woefully underfunded.· The funding ratio was

·5· ·in the forties.· But it became fully funded and

·6· ·then overfunded during the early 2000s and at one

·7· ·point maxed at a funded ratio of 118 percent.

·8· · · · So there were a number of years, from about

·9· ·1999 through 2008, where the plan was actually

10· ·fully funded or overfunded.· And then when the

11· ·great financial crisis came along and the mark to

12· ·market on the assets of the pension portfolio

13· ·dropped precipitously, suddenly you had an

14· ·unfunded liability again, after not having one

15· ·for many years.

16· · · · And it was in the first three years of the

17· ·wake of the great financial crisis when the

18· ·legislature did a little bit of underfunding.

19· ·Now, in fairness to the legislature, they did

20· ·fully fund the normal cost, but they went a bit

21· ·light on the contribution to the unfunded

22· ·liability.· The amount of that lightness was

23· ·about $3 billion.

24· · · · And we recently went through an exercise

25· ·where we answered the question, wow, what would
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·1· ·the present value of that 3 billion be today if

·2· ·it had been put in?· And the answer was, about

·3· ·another 6 billion.· And we mapped that using the

·4· ·actual monthly returns of the fund against the

·5· ·actual monthly contributions that would have been

·6· ·made through payroll.

·7· · · · So we've got pretty good numbers on this.

·8· ·And obviously that's not a small slice of the

·9· ·unfunded liability we now currently are carrying.

10· ·And we've summarized all this in a letter that we

11· ·send to the trustees and the legislative

12· ·leadership each year.

13· · · · We can send that letter around to all of

14· ·you.· And it will make very, very clear, with

15· ·both prose and graphics, why this investment

16· ·return assumption is important and why that

17· ·number should be as prudent as possible.

18· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Any other questions from the

19· ·subcommittee members?· All right.· With that, Jon

20· ·Mason and Josh Wilson from Mercer, it would be

21· ·great to hear your presentation.

22· · · · MR. MASON:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· This

23· ·is Jon Mason from Mercer.· My colleague, Josh

24· ·Wilson, will jump in here as well.· As

25· ·background, Mercer has been working with SBA on
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·1· ·this topic since 2012.· In the past few years, as

·2· ·outlined in our letter, the SBA has moved more of

·3· ·this process in-house to be more cost-effective,

·4· ·and effectively Mercer has played a review

·5· ·capacity, if you will.· So the research has been

·6· ·done in-house at SBA, and we peer review, if you

·7· ·will, that research and then opine on the

·8· ·results.

·9· · · · That's the market piece.· And then on the

10· ·performance piece, obviously each of you have

11· ·submitted a review of the executive

12· ·director/CIO's performance, which we will go

13· ·through.· Those are the two primary elements that

14· ·we look at when we're thinking of adjusting or

15· ·reviewing pay, which are what are the comparable

16· ·market data reference points and then how is the

17· ·incumbent in the job actually performing.

18· · · · Before I jump into those two, perhaps we'll

19· ·start with a review of the incentive plan so that

20· ·everyone is refreshed on that topic.· And that's

21· ·Attachment 2 in your materials.· I'll give you

22· ·just a second to flip there.· Again, this is with

23· ·respect to the ED/CIO.

24· · · · And as the chairman mentioned, the construct

25· ·of the performance award is primarily measured on
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·1· ·performance of the organization.· So 85 percent

·2· ·of the rating is based on performance of the SBA,

·3· ·with 15 percent being an individual component,

·4· ·with key criteria for Mr. Williams individually.

·5· · · · And this schedule just goes to show, based

·6· ·on the construct of the plan, what the payout

·7· ·would be as a percentage of salary and the total

·8· ·dollar amounts associated with the various levels

·9· ·of performance.

10· · · · If there are no questions there, I'll move

11· ·to Attachment 3.

12· · · · MR. WENDT:· That 455,000, is that the

13· ·average of the people who are in the program or

14· ·somebody's salary or just an example?

15· · · · MR. MASON:· Yeah.· So this is with respect

16· ·to the ED/CIO, the annual salary.· I actually

17· ·believe that was his prior salary.· It's

18· ·currently 525.· So it's actually 15 percent

19· ·higher than these figures.· But this is with

20· ·respect to the ED/CIO specifically.

21· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· And, Jon and Gary, just a

22· ·clarification.· The way the plan is designed, the

23· ·salary is set every July 1st for the current pay

24· ·performance period.· So it's a little bit of a

25· ·lag in the salary in terms of how the payouts
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·1· ·work, which is why, for this current evaluation,

·2· ·the relevant salary is the 455, because that was

·3· ·the salary in effect last July 1st for the most

·4· ·current performance period.

·5· · · · MR. COBB:· This is Chuck Cobb.· I have a

·6· ·question on this.· So is Mercer going to make a

·7· ·recommendation on the 15 percent range, or do we

·8· ·do that individually during this meeting?· I'm

·9· ·confused with the procedure here.

10· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· I think I can take that one,

11· ·Ambassador.· The primary mission of this meeting

12· ·is for the members of the comp committee to score

13· ·me and reach a consensus on the treatment of that

14· ·15 percent subjective component of my incentive.

15· ·And the background exercise to set the stage for

16· ·that conclusion being made in this meeting is the

17· ·individual scoring that each of you did privately

18· ·and then submitted to Mercer.

19· · · · Mercer has aggregated those scores, has

20· ·commentary on them and can provide that holistic

21· ·view to the comp committee on today's call, which

22· ·I think is where Jon and Josh were teeing up to

23· ·head, and then you can discuss it among

24· ·yourselves and reach whatever conclusion you feel

25· ·is appropriate.
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·1· · · · MR. COBB:· So you've answered my question.

·2· ·We are going to discuss that.· In other words, I

·3· ·saw the extensive discussion on salary increase,

·4· ·but I didn't see as extensive on this 15 percent.

·5· ·But we're going to do both.

·6· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Correct.· Well, I won't speak

·7· ·for the chair.

·8· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· This is Vinny Olmstead.

·9· ·That's my understanding.· And I think what may be

10· ·helpful, Ash, I may have this at least

11· ·directionally correct, but I believe we make a

12· ·recommendation, and then that is passed along to

13· ·the full IAC, who makes the recommendation, and

14· ·then ultimately that recommendation is made to

15· ·the trustees.

16· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· That is exactly correct.

17· ·That is exactly right.

18· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· So it's subcommittee, IAC,

19· ·trustees.

20· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Correct.· That's exactly

21· ·right.· So, Mr. Chairman, unless there's anything

22· ·else on that, shall we go back to Mercer?

23· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Yes, sir.

24· · · · MR. MASON:· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.· So I'm

25· ·going to move forward to Attachment 3B so we can
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·1· ·kind of directly look at the results of that,

·2· ·Ash's performance review that we just discussed.

·3· ·I believe that's 29, page 29 of the aggregate

·4· ·materials.· You'll find the cover page, and if

·5· ·you flip forward, I'd like to go ahead until you

·6· ·find the executive summary, which is a dark blue

·7· ·chart with three rows across the top, and we have

·8· ·the 2019 average rating, the 2018 average rating

·9· ·at the top.

10· · · · This is a summary of each of the questions

11· ·that were answered by the members of this

12· ·committee with respect to the ED/CIO's

13· ·performance, their reflections pertaining to the

14· ·overall mission of the organization, people,

15· ·efficiencies, infrastructure and operations,

16· ·interactions with committees, and an individual

17· ·rating.· So here you see the average score

18· ·aggregated for those who filled out the

19· ·evaluation and then the same results from the

20· ·year prior.

21· · · · As a reminder, the scores were between 1 and

22· ·4, with 1 being poor, 2 being below, 3 being

23· ·meets and 4 being exceeds.· On three of the five

24· ·categories, the results were 4s across the board,

25· ·and with two of the categories, people and
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·1· ·interactions with the committees, falling in

·2· ·between the meets and exceeds categories.

·3· · · · Consistent with last year, very high

·4· ·performance scores really across the board and

·5· ·generally higher than last year.· I think three

·6· ·are higher than 2018 and one is lower.· But if

·7· ·you take these results in aggregate, there's

·8· ·certainly a sense from the committee that the

·9· ·incumbent is doing a very strong job on all five

10· ·of these categories.

11· · · · And then the remainder of this report just

12· ·gets into each, again, description of which

13· ·questions were asked for each of the survey

14· ·components and then some comments that were made

15· ·in the survey with respect to the incumbent.

16· ·I'll pause there and see if there are any

17· ·questions.

18· · · · So, again, I mentioned there's really two

19· ·fundamental components that go into compensation

20· ·decisions.· There's a market assessment, what is

21· ·this job being paid in the marketplace and how is

22· ·the incumbent performing.· So this gets to the

23· ·latter, and I think that the Cliff Notes are that

24· ·we're seeing exceptionally strong performance out

25· ·of the incumbent.
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·1· · · · That will be a segue into the next piece,

·2· ·which is the market study, which was conducted by

·3· ·the SBA and reviewed by Mercer.· I'm going to go

·4· ·ahead and skip past Ash's letter, which is the

·5· ·next piece in your materials, and that just gets

·6· ·to the letter that Ash submitted with respect to

·7· ·the performance evaluations, to Attachment 3C.

·8· ·And that's the memo that Josh and I prepared for

·9· ·this meeting with respect to our review of SBA's

10· ·research and recommendations.

11· · · · Mr. Chairman, would you like me to walk

12· ·through this letter, or should I assume that

13· ·folks have read it and get more to the Cliff

14· ·Notes?

15· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· I assume, unless the other

16· ·subcommittee members have not read it, that

17· ·everybody has, and we can skip to the Cliff Note

18· ·version.

19· · · · MR. MASON:· Okay.· So this letter gives a

20· ·chronology of our history with SBA since 2012 and

21· ·the adjustments that have been made over time.

22· ·We're certainly seeing a dynamic market in this

23· ·space, where states are, A, aggressively

24· ·recruiting new executives.· We're seeing a lot of

25· ·turnover and a lot of increases year over year.
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·1· ·So it's been a very dynamic market that we've

·2· ·witnessed over the years.

·3· · · · As we've done in prior years, we take a few

·4· ·different lenses of the marketplace.· So now I'm

·5· ·on the second page of the letter, where we talk

·6· ·about our recommendations.· And there are really

·7· ·three reference points we've taken.· One is the

·8· ·median of the top five public pension funds by

·9· ·asset size.

10· · · · The second is the 75th percentile of what we

11· ·call the larger public pension funds group, which

12· ·is extending that list of five down to the

13· ·largest 14, and then the third being the 75th

14· ·percentile of the broader public pension funds,

15· ·which adds another six organizations to that

16· ·group.

17· · · · Historically, we've keyed in on number two

18· ·as the primary reference point.· Just for your

19· ·reference, last year we made a recommendation

20· ·with two alternatives.· One alternative was to

21· ·move the ED/CIO to the number two benchmark from

22· ·last year, and then the more conservative

23· ·alternative was to take an average of the three.

24· ·At the time last year, it was decided to choose

25· ·the first alternative, which was the reference
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·1· ·point for number two.

·2· · · · But this year we've taken a similar

·3· ·approach, which is taking a number that

·4· ·approximates that number two reference point as

·5· ·an alternative, and then as the second

·6· ·alternative, averaging these three data points to

·7· ·come up with a more conservative figure for the

·8· ·committee's consideration.

·9· · · · So if we key off on more of the larger

10· ·public pension funds, 75th percentile, we're

11· ·recommending approximately 575,000.· It's a bit

12· ·conservative.· It's slightly lower than that

13· ·582,500 number that you'll notice.· And then when

14· ·we average the three, that gets us to

15· ·approximately 545.

16· · · · I'll reiterate a point I mentioned a couple

17· ·of times, which is that there's really a few

18· ·driving influences on these types of decisions.

19· ·There's the market, which is the incumbent's

20· ·performance, which we've mentioned before, and

21· ·the third one that I'll mention is tenure.· You

22· ·often find that individuals that are more long

23· ·tenured are more highly paid versus newer

24· ·incumbents.

25· · · · But I think all three of those things
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·1· ·indicate that at a current 525 level, we're

·2· ·probably lagging, A, the market and, B, the

·3· ·incumbent's performance and tenure.· So I'll

·4· ·pause with those points and see if anyone on the

·5· ·committee has any questions for us.

·6· · · · MR. COBB:· Mr. Chairman, this is Chuck Cobb

·7· ·again.· I have a question.· And first I'll make a

·8· ·editorial statement that I prefer the 75

·9· ·percentile, and I'm not sure whether it's the 14

10· ·or the 20, but in any event, it's about 580,000.

11· ·But it seems to me, before we make the decision,

12· ·we ought to know what the 75th percentile is for

13· ·salary and bonus.

14· · · · So I would be interested to know how Ash's

15· ·compensation, if it was at 575 plus his proposed

16· ·bonus, does that still keep him in the top

17· ·25 percent, or does that make him the top

18· ·10 percent or the top 60 percent?

19· · · · In other words, I would like to know his

20· ·total compensation and how that compares to the

21· ·other top performers in this industry.· And it

22· ·seems to me it would be good to have that

23· ·information before we make the decision.

24· · · · MR. MASON:· I'll make a quick statement, and

25· ·the folks at SBA who also did this work, please
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·1· ·chime in.· So as I ran the numbers, at target --

·2· ·and this is up to current level.· The target, I

·3· ·believe that would put Ash at a total

·4· ·compensation of 707,000.· And I believe that the

·5· ·broader 75th peer group would be in the 717

·6· ·range.

·7· · · · So he's currently lower.· I'd have to do the

·8· ·math on the adjustment, but I think that would

·9· ·probably put him at a magnitude of perhaps

10· ·10 percent, 10 percent above where these numbers

11· ·were last year.

12· · · · Again, we're somewhat chasing a moving

13· ·target because we're looking at historical

14· ·numbers, right?· But it is certainly in that

15· ·range, but I think it would push his total

16· ·compensation slightly above the 75th.

17· · · · MR. COBB:· So in other words, you're saying

18· ·that the 575 and the proposed bonus are each at

19· ·about the 75th percentile.

20· · · · MR. MASON:· We think of it more in

21· ·aggregate, right, rather than looking at it by

22· ·piece.· But I think when you sum them up and look

23· ·at the sum of the peers, you're looking just

24· ·north of the 75th percentile of the peer group.

25· · · · MR. WENDT:· Are these above, above 25
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·1· ·percent?

·2· · · · MR. MASON:· Yes, it's slightly above the

·3· ·75th.

·4· · · · MR. WENDT:· That was Gary Wendt with the

·5· ·question.

·6· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· So, Ambassador Cobb, this is

·7· ·Chairman Vinny here again, and I think that's a

·8· ·great question.· I asked it last year.· And I

·9· ·think going forward, perhaps having some

10· ·information in this report on total comp versus

11· ·disaggregating them is great.

12· · · · I had asked Ash just to quickly provide a

13· ·little bit of information.· When you look at the

14· ·larger pension funds, it looks like -- and we can

15· ·supply this data later -- that he is -- it is in

16· ·the top five or so, but their total cost seems to

17· ·be, I wouldn't say material but a significant

18· ·amount more in total comp opportunity than the ED

19· ·is offered.

20· · · · So I think the question is a very pertinent

21· ·question.· And looking at it as total comp versus

22· ·disaggregating does make sense.· And I think as

23· ·you hear Mercer, they're saying, yes, this is in

24· ·the 75th percentile.· And then as they went

25· ·through those three items, including tenure,
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·1· ·obviously Ash seems to be up at the top of

·2· ·performance, tenure, et cetera.

·3· · · · So going forward, I would recommend that.

·4· ·And, again, I think it's a little north

·5· ·of 75 percent.· If you look at the top five or

·6· ·so, he's got a -- he's probably 20 percent less

·7· ·than some of those, so just a little commentary

·8· ·there.

·9· · · · MR. WENDT:· Gary Wendt has a question, which

10· ·may be a little technical for this committee

11· ·meeting.· But the bonus part can be, as I

12· ·understand it, up to 52.5 percent of salary, but

13· ·85 percent of that is based on numerical

14· ·achievements, as I remember from an earlier

15· ·chart?

16· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Correct.

17· · · · MR. WENDT:· Has that calculation been made

18· ·yet, what percentage of 85 percent has been met?

19· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· Hi, Gary.· This is Lamar.· And

20· ·so at this point, I think just kind of referring

21· ·back to that chart would break the numbers out.

22· ·You know, assuming that -- which the numbers

23· ·looked like they will come in audited to be

24· ·maximum, which that 85 percent would be

25· ·$203,044 for this year's bonus round.
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·1· · · · And, again, because the way the plan is

·2· ·designed, the fact that there's a little bit of a

·3· ·lag in terms of what the basis is computed on or

·4· ·what that percentage is computed on, for this

·5· ·year, it won't be computed on the 525 or 575.· It

·6· ·will be computed on the salary that was in effect

·7· ·for Ash on July 1 of 2018, which at that time was

·8· ·$455,000.· And so the 85 percent quantitative

·9· ·portion would be $203,044.

10· · · · MR. WENDT:· Has that been met?· The question

11· ·is, have those numerical objectives been met?

12· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· It appears that they have been.

13· ·We're still in the final -- we're still auditing

14· ·the final year of the three year performance

15· ·period, but the numbers look, so far, is that we

16· ·would expect that for the three year performance

17· ·period, he would have earned the maximum

18· ·quantitative portion for his incentive plan.

19· · · · MR. WENDT:· Thank you.

20· · · · MR. COBB:· I have a question about the

21· ·proposed salary increase for the other

22· ·high-performing executives that we have.· If we

23· ·have a salary increase here of about $100,000,

24· ·that seems to me that's an increase of about 20,

25· ·21 percent or so.· I didn't do the arithmetic.
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·1· ·How would that compare to some of our other high

·2· ·performers?· Would anybody else be near

·3· ·20 percent?

·4· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· Well --

·5· · · · MR. MASON:· Just a really quick

·6· ·clarification on that point.· So it's actually

·7· ·going -- it would be going from 525 to 575, so

·8· ·that would be, I believe, around a 10 percent,

·9· ·9.5 percent increase.

10· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· And the answer to your

11· ·question, Gary, is -- or, Chuck, I'm sorry -- on

12· ·other key people, we have had -- what drives that

13· ·is, A, their performance first, B, where they are

14· ·relative to market.· We use a calculation called

15· ·a compa-ratio, which is the percentage of their

16· ·comp related to the market comp for the position.

17· · · · And the short answer is we've had a handful

18· ·of people who have had very substantial

19· ·increases.· And when I say very substantial, I

20· ·mean 15 to slightly over 20.· And I would say the

21· ·vast majority, if you look across the entire

22· ·population of the board, would be more like kind

23· ·of four or five-ish, that kind of percentage.

24· · · · But, again, if you have key people who are

25· ·lagging the market and they're doing a great job,
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·1· ·we will move aggressively to close the gap and

·2· ·send them the right signal that what they're

·3· ·doing is recognized and appreciated.

·4· · · · MR. TAYLOR:· And to follow that up,

·5· ·Ambassador, in Attachment 4 is some very general

·6· ·appendix information.· And on slides 3 and 4 of

·7· ·that Attachment 4 is some historical information

·8· ·about percentage increases for other SBA

·9· ·employees, which I think tracks exactly what Ash

10· ·was laying out there.· But it breaks it out.· It

11· ·breaks it out into some numbers and percentage

12· ·increases and how many people, kind of giving you

13· ·a little bit of a bell curve.

14· · · · MR. COBB:· Yes.· Well, I stand corrected on

15· ·my arithmetic, but my concern was the high

16· ·performers and -- but Ash has answered my

17· ·question, that other performers have received

18· ·similar increases, and that's comforting.

19· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Yeah.· What we try and do is

20· ·be good stewards.· And the way we approach this

21· ·with the trustees is we budget an aggregate

22· ·portion of the payroll, commonly between 4 and

23· ·5 percent, for what we call our recruitment and

24· ·retention pool.

25· · · · I have the ability to use executive
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·1· ·discretion on that pool as long as the aggregate

·2· ·spending stays within the limits of the pool.· In

·3· ·addition to that, we have been very careful in

·4· ·the way we have managed the use of positions, and

·5· ·we try and generate additional HR money

·6· ·internally where we can.

·7· · · · If we have a -- say if someone retires and

·8· ·we bring in a replacement at a lower compensation

·9· ·level, obviously we've saved some money.· That

10· ·means we've got a little more available to do

11· ·something else with.· At any given time, we try

12· ·and keep a bit of a war chest so that if for some

13· ·reason we have a key person who is at risk of

14· ·being poached, we can do something about it.

15· · · · So we try and keep our degrees of freedom

16· ·and flex our muscles where needed and not do so

17· ·where not needed.

18· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Ambassador, this is Peter

19· ·Collins.· If you don't have a follow-up on that,

20· ·I'd like the next question.

21· · · · MR. COBB:· No follow-up.

22· · · · MR. COLLINS:· This is for the Mercer folks.

23· ·The last paragraph of your letter speaks a little

24· ·bit to the other employees, but to Mr. Williams

25· ·specifically, it says they're eligible for
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·1· ·performance-based incentive.· Mr. Williams is

·2· ·eligible for incentive compensation ranging from

·3· ·17.5 percent to 52 percent, and Mercer remains

·4· ·comfortable that the incentive compensation is

·5· ·reasonable but conservative.

·6· · · · Well, that's a pretty wide range.· Were you

·7· ·speaking of a specific number in that range that

·8· ·you were calling reasonable but conservative?

·9· · · · MR. WILSON:· Let me jump in here.· This is

10· ·Josh Wilson from Mercer.· That range is

11· ·predicated off a midpoint of 35 percent, and I

12· ·think that's what we were speaking to as the

13· ·reasonable but conservative.· The range of 17 to

14· ·52 is a minimum or half of target to maximum or

15· ·twice target, I'm sorry, one half times target.

16· · · · MR. COLLINS:· So essentially, Mr. Chairman,

17· ·what we're here to do today is approve the --

18· ·make a recommendation on the salary portion and

19· ·then to pick the percentage in the range of

20· ·between 17.5 and 52.5 percent, correct?

21· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· This is Ash.· No, that's not

22· ·correct.· The mission today is, first of all, to

23· ·make a recommendation to the full IAC on the

24· ·subjective component of the incentive.· That's

25· ·the 15 percent, which Mercer walked us through
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·1· ·the scoring a little while ago.

·2· · · · The portion of the attainment of incentive

·3· ·on the other 85 percent is driven specifically by

·4· ·investment performance.· There's not a subjective

·5· ·judgment there.· And that is -- we have actually

·6· ·a chart in the plan that extrapolates for every

·7· ·performance level relative to benchmark, here's

·8· ·the difference that it makes.· So you don't have

·9· ·to decide on that.

10· · · · I think what Mercer was saying is obviously

11· ·there won't be a specific point estimate for what

12· ·the incentive should be because there's not a

13· ·specific statement of performance that's

14· ·consistent through all time.

15· · · · That's why there's a range and that's why

16· ·Josh qualified it in terms of a median,

17· ·20 percent below and a margin above as the

18· ·maximum.· So that's the main difference.

19· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Okay.· So the incentive comp

20· ·is basically tied directly to performance.· So

21· ·you just -- you match the numbers up.· So we're

22· ·doing -- we're saying how much of the 15 percent.

23· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Correct, correct.· And that,

24· ·too, is set out in the chart in Appendix 2, I

25· ·believe it is, or maybe it's 3.· Hang on.· Yeah,
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·1· ·Attachment 2.

·2· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Peter, this is Vinny.  I

·3· ·think the two recommendations we should come to

·4· ·consensus on and make today is the individual

·5· ·15 percent, which is about 35,800 bucks, and then

·6· ·the second is on the base pay, where you see

·7· ·Mercer's recommendation of on the low side 545

·8· ·and the high side 575.· And those are the two

·9· ·aspects that we should discuss and then make

10· ·recommendations on.

11· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Okay.

12· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· I think that if -- are there

13· ·any other questions?· If there are no other

14· ·questions for Mercer, maybe it's time for us to

15· ·further have some conversation on each of these

16· ·components.

17· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Great.

18· · · · MR. COBB:· Mr. Chairman, I'll go first and

19· ·say that I think the performance has been

20· ·outstanding, and I think the leadership has been

21· ·great.· And so on the individual component, I

22· ·would favor near the max.

23· · · · MR. WENDT:· From Mr. Wendt, near the max.

24· · · · MR. COBB:· But let me finish my -- because I

25· ·do have an added point that -- and I guess I
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·1· ·don't mean to rediscuss items that I was voted

·2· ·down on seven years ago, but I still believe that

·3· ·performance compared to peers should be

·4· ·considered.· And so I am convinced that benchmark

·5· ·is more important than performance vis-a-vis

·6· ·peers, but I do think performance vis-a-vis peers

·7· ·is important.

·8· · · · And so one of the things that gets me to a

·9· ·conclusion of near max is that our performance

10· ·vis-a-vis our peers has been excellent.· And over

11· ·ten years, you know, it's in the top 10 percent

12· ·or 20 percent.· I mean, it has been extraordinary

13· ·performance against the top 10.· And over five

14· ·years it's also in the top quarter or so.

15· · · · During the last year, I don't think it's

16· ·been in the top -- in fact, it might even be less

17· ·than median, because my last results that I have

18· ·are the results ending March 31st, so I don't

19· ·have the June 30, and maybe none of us have those

20· ·results compared to the other top 10 performers.

21· · · · So the only thing I'm -- so conclusion.  I

22· ·am for near max, both on salary and discretionary

23· ·bonus, but it seems to me that performance

24· ·vis-a-vis peers should be mentioned in our

25· ·deliberations.· And since they've been excellent,
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·1· ·I come out on the excellent side.· That's my

·2· ·conclusion, Mr. Chairman.

·3· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Thank you.· Other comments

·4· ·from subcommittee members?

·5· · · · MR. COLLINS:· Yeah.· This is Peter Collins.

·6· ·The June 30 numbers that I can find relative to

·7· ·our peers, I think the median was -- that's a

·8· ·little different.· It's a little difficult.· When

·9· ·most people draw the line at a billion dollars

10· ·and you're looking at performance numbers for a

11· ·billion-dollar pension fund, everybody says, oh,

12· ·well, that's a large pension fund, and so that's

13· ·how they report it.· I don't think that really

14· ·applies to us.· I mean, you can have some real

15· ·outliers there.

16· · · · But even those numbers, pension -- public

17· ·plans with a billion or more in assets, the

18· ·median return was like 6.69 June 30th.· So when

19· ·you then consider a plan the size of ours, I

20· ·think it's -- I think the peers is -- I agree

21· ·with the ambassador on the peer -- we need to

22· ·view the peers and see how we're doing.· But I

23· ·think we're all benchmark-driven, and we're all

24· ·certainly involved in creating the benchmark and

25· ·the asset allocation.
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·1· · · · Now, some of these peers could have totally

·2· ·different asset allocations.· They can have --

·3· ·you know, if we set the asset allocation and we

·4· ·set the benchmarks and we outperform the

·5· ·benchmark by 50 basis points but underperform the

·6· ·peers, I'm not sure that that's necessarily

·7· ·reflective of our staff.· So that's my only

·8· ·consistent sort of comment on that.· But I do

·9· ·think it's important to look at it.

10· · · · I can't think of a -- maybe it's out there,

11· ·but I can't think of a better state-run agency

12· ·that I know of, in the state of Florida at least,

13· ·than the SBA.· The talent that Ash has been able

14· ·to amass and retain, the results, as Ambassador

15· ·Cobb just talked about, the professionalism, the

16· ·low cost, I mean, all of it.· We should all be so

17· ·lucky to operate our businesses as efficiently.

18· ·So I'm a max on the 15 percent, and I'm in the

19· ·575 category.

20· · · · MR. WENDT:· This is Gary Wendt.· I don't

21· ·want to be left out of the lauding that's taking

22· ·place at this point.· I will say it's just an

23· ·excellent job, it's an excellent-run

24· ·organization, and we should give the max wherever

25· ·we can, not near max, but max.
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·1· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Thanks.· This is Vinny

·2· ·Olmstead.· I, A, echo each of your comments; and,

·3· ·B, I'd like to point out it's great to have folks

·4· ·like Ambassador Cobb who have been part of this

·5· ·for many years to present the historical

·6· ·perspectives, which are duly noted.· And

·7· ·obviously the committee are all components of

·8· ·Ash.

·9· · · · So on two items, I'm going to make a motion

10· ·to do the max, which is about -- which is

11· ·$35,831 for the individual.· Do I have a second?

12· · · · MR. COBB:· This is Chuck Cobb.· Second.

13· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· All in favor?

14· · · · (Ayes)

15· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· And then on the base pay, I

16· ·will also make a motion to move the base pay to

17· ·$575,000.· Do I have a second?

18· · · · MR. COLLINS:· I'll second that.

19· · · · MR. WENDT:· Second.

20· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· All in favor?

21· · · · (Ayes)

22· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· I think that Peter Collins

23· ·was the second on the 575.· Okay.

24· · · · And then, Ash, help me out with process

25· ·here.· I think we have our recommendations.  I
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·1· ·think there's a letter that needs to be written.

·2· ·But other than that, open for any other business

·3· ·or any other comments by the audience, or, Ash,

·4· ·maybe at that point you can give closing remarks.

·5· · · · MR. WILLIAMS:· Okay.· So you're right.· The

·6· ·wrap-up -- first of all, thank you-all for your

·7· ·time, your effort and your very kind remarks.

·8· ·I'm grateful and am just pleased that we do have

·9· ·what we have on offer here at the board.· We've

10· ·got an awful lot of good people here that do a

11· ·lot of good things, and I just get to be the

12· ·front man for the team.

13· · · · The process from here is we traditionally

14· ·have had a letter go from the chair of the comp

15· ·committee to the chair of the IAC and the entire

16· ·IAC outlining what the review was that was

17· ·conducted in today's meeting, together with the

18· ·conclusions in the form of a recommendation.

19· · · · Those would be presented to the IAC at their

20· ·next meeting and would be voted on by the full

21· ·IAC and adopted in whole or in part or rejected.

22· ·And then based on the conclusion of the full IAC,

23· ·a similar letter would be written by the chairman

24· ·of the IAC to the trustees of the State Board,

25· ·the governor, the attorney general and the chief
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·1· ·financial officer, with the -- reflecting what

·2· ·the consideration has been in these two public

·3· ·meetings of the comp committee and subsequently

·4· ·the IAC, together with their conclusions and

·5· ·recommendations.

·6· · · · Then the way we've handled this to date is

·7· ·that my position is subject by law to annual

·8· ·review and reappointment by the trustees.  I

·9· ·think it's the only position in state government

10· ·that's subject to that.

11· · · · But at any rate, we commonly put on a single

12· ·agenda item, the reappointment of the executive

13· ·director and chief investment officer of the SBA.

14· ·We include all these materials as background.

15· ·And in a single action, the trustees approve the

16· ·reappointment, together with the terms of the

17· ·reappointment that to date have been exactly

18· ·consistent or at least in the past couple of

19· ·years have been exactly consistent with the

20· ·recommendations of the IAC and the comp committee

21· ·thereof.

22· · · · And we can provide you drafts of the letters

23· ·that have been used previously if that will be

24· ·helpful and help out with the drafting.· Happy to

25· ·take any questions anyone has.
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·1· · · · MR. OLMSTEAD:· Okay.· With that, without any

·2· ·questions, thanks to all, and this meeting is

·3· ·adjourned.

·4· · · · (Whereupon, the meeting was concluded at

·5· ·4:58 p.m.)
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·1· · · · · · · · · CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

·2

·3· ·STATE OF FLORIDA

·4· ·COUNTY OF LEON

·5

·6· · · · · · ·I, JO LANGSTON, RPR, certify that I was

·7· ·authorized to and did stenographically report the

·8· ·foregoing proceedings, and that the transcript is a

·9· ·true and complete record of my stenographic notes.

10

11· · · · · · ·Dated this 13th day of September 2019.

12

13

14
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·_________________________
15· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·JO LANGSTON, RPR
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MERCER

Incentive Plan  Design 
ED/CIO - FY  2019-2020

• Individual component level for ED/CIO position accounts for 15% of total award

• Organizational and individual component payouts at various incentive achievement levels are  
shown below. Evalaution criteria for individual component was determined by IAC  
Compensation Subcommittee in June 2015.

September 24,2020

Incentive as a % ofSalary
Mix Threshold Target Maximum

Total Incentive Opportunity 100% 17.500% 35.000% 52.500%

Organizational Component 85% 14.875% 29.750% 44.625%
IndividualComponent 15% 2.625% 5.250% 7.875%

Incentive Opportunity Breakdown (Annual Salary = $525,000)
Mix Threshold Target Maximum

Total Incentive Opportunity 100% $91,875 $183,750 $275,625

Organizational Component 85% $78,094 $156,188 $234,281

IndividualComponent 15% $13,781 $27,562 $41,344
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ED/CIO Incentive Plan Evaluation Process - FY 2019-2020 

ED/CIO Individual/Qualitative Measurement 

The sections below outline the approved criteria and process for evaluating the ED/CIO’s 
individual/qualitative performance, which constitutes 15% of his incentive award (the other 85% of the 
award is determined by the level of outperformance of the FRS Pension Fund).  Any changes to the 
criteria for the next Performance Period (fiscal year) need to have been determined and communicated 
to the ED/CIO prior to July 1.   

ED/CIO Individual/Qualitative Performance Criteria 

Criteria Approved for FY 2019-2020 Performance Period 

In line with the overall framework for the incentive plan, criteria for the individual/qualitative 
performance portion of the ED/CIO’s incentive award approved in June 2015 are:  (1) Overall Mission; 
(2) People; (3) Efficiencies/Infrastructure/Operations; and (4) Interaction with the Investment Advisory 
Council and Audit Committee.  The Qualitative Evaluation Form on the following pages includes more 
descriptive information regarding each rating area.   

Process and Schedule for ED/CIO Individual/Qualitative Performance Rating 

In June 2015 it was decided the Compensation Subcommittee will rate the qualitative performance of 
the ED/CIO and recommend to the full IAC the amount of incentive to be awarded for the Performance 
Period.  The IAC will vote to approve or disapprove the recommendation.   
 
July 1-15:  ED/CIO prepares summary of accomplishments in each of the four areas (Mission, People, 
Efficiencies/Infrastructure/Operations, and Interaction with IAC and Audit Committee).  As part of the 
summary, the ED/CIO may want to encourage the individual Compensation Subcommittee or IAC raters 
to speak with individual members of the Audit Committee to gain additional perspective on interactions 
with them.   
  
By July 15:  ED/CIO sends his/her Summary to raters (members of Compensation Subcommittee) along 
with the attached evaluation form.   
 
By July 31:  Raters evaluate ED/CIO and return form to Mercer.  Mercer may seek clarification of the 
ratings and/or comments of individual raters.   
  
By August 31:  Mercer compiles final ratings and all final comments from raters and sends them to the 
ED/CIO, who will compile the materials for a noticed public meeting of the Compensation Subcommittee 
to review/discuss the evaluation with ED/CIO and provide an overall recommendation to the 
Trustees.  The Subcommittee will present its recommendation to the IAC for its approval or disapproval 
prior to sending the recommendation to the Trustees. 
  
Following the public meetings of the Subcommittee and the IAC, the Subcommittee Chair 
communicates the recommendation regarding qualitative incentive award and supporting rationale to 
the Trustees, with a copy to IAC members, as materials for a noticed public meeting of the Trustees. 
  
September:  Trustees consider recommendation in public meeting.   
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H E A LT H  W E A LT H  C A R E E R

SEPTEMBER 2020

Jon Mason

Josh Wilson

Atlanta

S T A T E  B O A R D  O F  
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  
F L O R I D A

E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R   
P E R F O R M A N C E  
E V A L U A T I O N  S U M M A R Y
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

• Mercer has advised State Board of Administration Florida on a variety of human capital needs 
since 2012.

• Mercer acts as the independent party in the annual review process of the Executive 
Director/CIO for SBA by the Compensation Subcommittee of the IAC

• In this process, Mercer collects the performance evaluations completed by the Compensation 
Subcommittee members and disseminates a summary of the findings.

• Performance reviews were completed by the following members:
– Gary Wendt
– Peter Collins
– Vinny Olmstead
– Ambassador Charles Cobb

• The following pages include an overall summary of the responses and detailed pages on the 
survey questions
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

• The ED continues to 
receive high marks 
across the board 

• Interaction with 
Committees dropped 
one half point year over 
year

• Mercer converted the verbal rating scale to a numerical scale as follows:
– Exceeds = 4 out of 4
– Meets = 3 out of 4
– Below = 2 out of 4
– Poor = 1 out of 4

Question 2020 Average 

Rating
(out of a possible 

score of 4)

2019 Average 

Rating
(out of a possible 

score of 4)

Overall Mission 4 4

People 3.625 3.5
Efficiencies/ 
Infrastructure 
/Operations

3.75 4

Interaction with 
Committees 3.25 3.75

Individual Rating 3.75 4
*meets and exceeds were circled in one response
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O V E R A L L  M I S S I O N

• The rating for this category should reflect the degree to which the ED/CIO has:
• Assured appropriate alignment with the investment policy of the SBA’s mandates (e.g., FRS 

Defined Benefit Pension Fund, FRS Investment Plan, Florida PRIME, Florida Hurricane 
Catastrophe Fund (FHCf), etc.), considering the long term needs of the relevant fund, the risk 
tolerance of SBA Trustees, and the perceived market environment.

• Provided leadership for effective functioning of the SBA, FHCF and the Office of Defined 
Contribution Programs.

• Maintained/strengthened the reputation/brand and performance of the SBA in relation to its 
large public pension fund peers; external communications and issue management

4 OUT OF 4
Comments:

- “Ash has an outstanding reputation amongst peers and consultants”
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P E O P L E

• The rating for this category should reflect the degree to which the ED/CIO has:
– Developed subordinate staff
– Recruited and retained key talent

3.625 OUT OF 4
Comments:

- “Ash is one of the best at this that I have encountered”
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E F F I C I E N C I E S / I N F R A S T R U C T U R E / O P E R AT I O N S

• The rating for this category should reflect the degree to which the ED/ClO has:
– Assured the development of organizational structures, systems and processes that enable 

effective functioning of the SBA, FHCF and the Office of Defined Contribution Programs.
- This includes such areas as communication of knowledge; development and 

institutionalization of systems and structures to enhance performance and control risk; 
efficient acquisition and use of data and other resources; business continuity planning, 
etc.

3.75 OUT OF 4
Comments:

- “Discussions of succession plan and/or review of subordinates not done” 
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I N T E R A C T I O N  W I T H  I A C &  A U D I T  C O M M I T T E E

• The rating for this category should reflect the degree to which the ED/ClO has:
– Maintained effective working relationships with individual IAC members and the 

Council as a whole, and with members of the Audit Committee on matters within 
the concern of each body.

– Provided requested information and transparency. Note: As part of the evaluation process, 
individual raters may speak with individual members of the IAC, Audit Committee to gain 
perspective on ED/CIO interactions with them.

3.25 OUT OF 4
Comments:

- “Transparent and forthright. Even during these heighted challenges due to pandemic, Ash 

was appropriately communicative”

- “Would appreciate periodic information on current environment other than at quarterly 

meeting”
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3.75 OUT OF 4
Note: No “comments section” was provided for this final rating

O V E R A L L  I N D I V I D U A L / Q U A L I TAT I V E  P E R F O R M A N C E   

R AT I N G  F O R  T H I S  P E R I O D
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O T H E R  C O M M E N TA R Y  O R  C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

• There was an additional comment that expressed the perspective that performance, 
at least for the qualitative component of the CIO’s performance, should reflect not 

only performance against benchmarks but also performance against peers.
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STATE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION
OF FLORIDA 

1801 HERMITAGE BOULEVARD, SUITE 100 
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32308 

(850) 488-4406 

POST OFFICE BOX 13300 
32317-3300 

RON DESANTIS 
GOVERNOR 

CHAIR 

JIMMY PATRONIS 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER 

ASHLEY MOODY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

ASH WILLIAMS 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & CIO 

July 15, 2020 

Mr. Vinny Olmstead 
Chair, IAC Compensation Subcommittee 
2770 Indian River Boulevard, Suite 501 
Vero Beach FL  32960 

Dear Vinny: 

Consistent with the process adopted by the Investment Advisory Council (IAC) Compensation 
Subcommittee and affirmed by the IAC, following is my self-assessment, inclusive of the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2019, together with a Qualitative Evaluation Form (attachment 1) for you to 
complete and return to Jon Mason at Mercer by July 31. For your convenience, an addressed, 
stamped envelope is enclosed for this purpose. Mercer will review the responses and may 
contact responders for clarification. They will then compile the ratings and final comments from 
raters and return them to me by August 31. I will share them with you and the other 
Subcommittee members and compile materials for a noticed public meeting of the 
Subcommittee to discuss and adopt a recommendation for the IAC.  Please see “ED/CIO Incentive 
Plan Evaluation Process – FY 19-20” (attachment 2) for additional process details.  

As a reminder, in keeping with Florida’s Sunshine Law, please do not discuss this evaluation with 
any other members of the IAC. All members will have the chance to discuss this evaluation at the 
noticed public meeting planned for later this year. 

Background 

Upon being triggered by audited total fund performance as of fiscal year-end June 30, 
implementation of SBA’s incentive compensation structure is based on achievement as 
evidenced by quantitative investment performance measures and qualitative assessment of each 
incentive plan participant’s contributions to the accomplishment of SBA’s objectives. These are 
summarized at a high level in our Mission and Vision Statements: 

Our mission is to provide superior investment management and trust 
services by proactively and comprehensively managing risk and 
adhering to the highest ethical, fiduciary and professional standards. 
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Our vision is to be the best public sector investment and 
administrative service provider while exemplifying the principles of 
trust, integrity and performance. 
 

As Executive Director & CIO, my priority is to keep our organization’s team, culture, reputation, 
credibility and resources at a strength that empowers mission and vision fulfillment. This is 
consistent with the Trustees’ delegation of authority to the Executive Director & CIO. Our most 
visible output is investment results, the adequacy or inadequacy of which is readily seen. Taking 
a long term view, what is actually more important but less visible is the team and culture building, 
policy and strategy formation, resource provision, risk management and execution that create 
the many investment outcomes that sum to the total fund’s return. If these are right, the 
probability of consistent investment outcomes that earn trust, enhance the SBA’s reputation and 
build brand value is vastly enhanced. The result is a virtuous cycle where our credibility and 
performance help garner critical policy support from key SBA stakeholders (Trustees, Legislature, 
local governments, beneficiaries, taxpayers, media, etc.), which in turn, positions us as a serious, 
stable, and desirable investment partner in the marketplace. This enables us to build well-aligned 
relationships with other exceptional organizations and capture superior deal flow with more 
favorable terms and pricing, driving the performance that earns trust, enhances reputation and 
builds brand value. I take responsibility for ensuring that the SBA executes effectively at all levels 
of this cycle. 
 
While effective strategy execution and policy engagement describe my responsibilities at a high 
level, the purpose of this letter is to communicate specifically my performance over the past year 
for your consideration. Evaluation of the Executive Director & CIO and recommending an 
appropriate level of qualitative incentive compensation falls to the IAC Compensation 
Subcommittee, which may also make a recommendation on base compensation. Final action on 
the ED/CIO compensation is reserved for the SBA Trustees. Following are my thoughts on my 
contribution and accomplishments relating to each of the four central performance areas for the 
ED/CIO to be evaluated by the Subcommittee and addressed on the Evaluation Form. 
 

1) Overall Mission 
 
The fiscal year ended 30 June, 2020 was remarkable in many ways that provided an excellent 
stress test for the SBA and for me as its senior executive. In the space of twelve months, we 
experienced the equivalent of several business cycles. Financial markets at times reflected the 
underlying economy, and at other times seemed to detach completely. It was like watching a 
movie with half of it running at “fast-forward” speed. The story started with the last half of 2019, 
a fairly typical mature bull market, fully (perhaps richly) valued financial and real asset markets 
around the world against a backdrop of record low interest rates and high employment levels. 
Life was good, investors worried about whether earnings could support valuations if investment 
objectives could be met in a near zero interest rate regime and, of course, about potential 
“exogenous shocks.” 
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In Q1 2020, things started changing. The central concern became COVID-19, an unfamiliar 
pathogen with a level of contagion capable of igniting a global pandemic. As stories of COVID 
spread, and China and Europe began to dominate the news, the implications of a pandemic for 
economies, individuals and investors became the focus of financial analysts, scientists, business 
people, policymakers and the media. As related uncertainty, anxiety and fear grew, another 
disruptive surprise occurred.  An early impact of the nascent pandemic was destruction of oil 
demand, driving down global prices by approximately 50% between January 20 and March 20.  In 
the second week of March, Saudi Arabia and Russia ended their price cooperation; both countries 
increased production, flooding an already weak oil market with new supply as demand continued 
to ebb. Over the ensuing weeks, oil prices continued to collapse and literally went negative for a 
period. Taken together, the pandemic, resulting social isolation, business closures and energy 
price collapse proved to be the exogenous events that reversed one of the greatest bull markets 
in history and destroyed virtually all of the employment gains since the Great Financial Crisis.   
 
The speed and degree of stock price collapse harkened back to the Great Depression. Likewise, 
the speed and magnitude of policy intervention set new standards. In a matter of weeks, 
economies effectively ground to a halt, while central banks created a range of liquidity facilities 
to address financial market stresses in various areas. Congress passed several trillion dollars of 
fiscal stimulus aimed at bridging the pandemic driven revenue halt for businesses, individuals and 
governments. As the negative spiral of social isolation, business closures, unemployment and 
revenue interruption deepened, a sense that the cure might be worse than the disease emerged. 
Economies began reopening, people began socializing, markets bounced back with similar zeal 
to their collapse and COVID resumed its spread. Lagged effects of closure related dislocation are 
visible in a steady stream of bankruptcies, workforce and expense reductions and defaults. COVID 
is still spreading aggressively as policy makers try to balance disease containment with economic 
sustainability. Current disruption and future uncertainty are as extreme as I have ever seen them. 
How has the SBA fared through the shocks, volatility, dislocations and changes? How has our 
management performed in the crucible of COVID and how have we adapted? Did our existing 
policies and processes provide orderly and productive guidance? Did we follow those policies and 
processes effectively and rationally, making timely adjustments to adapt to changing conditions? 
Were we leaders or followers in prudently providing for the safety of the human and financial 
resources entrusted to our care? Have we been able to sustain our culture, maintain client service 
levels, operate the SBA’s businesses and maintain effective dialog with our Trustees? How have 
we sustained oversight functionality and transparency of our advisory bodies and internal and 
external auditors? Is our control environment maintaining its effectiveness? Have we been able 
to progress SBA priorities initiated pre-COVID?  Have we continued to provide industry leadership 
and maintain SBA’s brand value? 
 
Broadly speaking, I believe the SBA has performed exceptionally well through recent challenges. 
We are also mindful of big picture sustainability issues like prudent actuarial assumptions, where 
the IAC engaged and contributed meaningfully to a positive outcome. For the period at hand, 
let’s first consider high level metrics, then get into some details and more nuanced indicators of 
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prudently managed organizational success. The following bullets will address the questions 
posed above. 
 

• Initial performance estimates for FY 19-20 show a total fund return of 3.09%, 55bps above 
benchmark. These numbers will certainly be revised when private market asset values are 
updated and all performance numbers and calculations are audited. What will not change 
are the facts about our management, policy, implementation and control environment 
during the period. While the initial performance is positive in an absolute sense and 
relative to benchmark; it underscores the propriety of the IAC’s expression of concern 
about reliance on ambitious actuarial return assumptions.  

• SBA has responded to the pandemic proactively and systematically. First reported in 
Wuhan, China in late December, 2019, the initial confirmed case of Coronavirus in the 
United States occurred on January 21, 2020 in Washington State.  The first reported cases 
in Florida came on March 2, 2020. In response, SBA’s “Incident Management Framework”, 
designed to guide management of natural (weather, etc.) or manmade (building failure, 
workplace violence, cyber-attack, etc.) incidents, was activated in early March and has 
met regularly since. This provides a single point of data capture and sharing regarding the 
incident at hand; it also provides unified management decision information and 
dissemination of conclusions and direction. Full daily transparency on COVID and related 
issues relevant to SBA operations is provided through the incident management page on 
our intranet which includes current directives and/or communications from the Trustees, 
SBA management, public health agencies and emergency management agencies,  
together with dashboards, resources and remote working guidance.   

• Recognizing the threat to our people, partners and collective ability to continue to get our 
jobs done, we moved quickly, limiting travel and barring visitors from our building and 
transitioning into remote working. Our ability to make informed, timely decisions and 
communicate clear, specific, implementation instructions throughout our organization is 
a direct result of the effort and resources committed to business continuity over the past 
five plus years. All employees have mandatory annual incident management training, 
including a proficiency exam; everyone knows how the policies and processes work to 
maintain order in times of chaos.  SBA”s Incident Management Team regularly does 
tabletop exercises covering   a range of perils. While we had not done a dry run of a 
pandemic, the principles of management are the same regardless of the proximate cause 
of disruption. The objectives are straightforward: keep people safe, get the job(s) done, 
maintain controls and accountability, serve client needs and continue to adapt, improvise 
and advance consistent with our fiduciary duty of prudence. SBA began sending people 
home March 17th.  On March 31st, the SBA began tracking who was in the building as well 
as the number of remote connections.  Since that time, out of roughly 250 FTEs, the SBA 
has averaged less than 20 people per day in the building.  The rest (approximately 90%) 
have been effectively working remotely from home.    

• At the same time we were addressing personnel safety and the new normal of remote 
operation, we focused on protecting assets and positioning to capture portfolio 
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opportunities that are the positive part of major market dislocations. First and foremost, 
this meant ensuring adequate liquidity across client portfolios to meet known obligations, 
provide for rebalancing(s) as appropriate and for the pension fund, capital calls and 
opportunistic investments. This approach freed us to focus on how and when to execute 
based solely on investment merit. As discussed in recent IAC meetings, rebalancings were 
a source of value added. All obligations were met timely and in an orderly fashion. A 
number of new strategies, managers as well as follow on investments with existing 
partners were implemented. 

• SBA’s seamless remote work transition was no accident.  With the support of the Trustees 
and the IAC through our budget process, we have been steadily investing in IT 
infrastructure and human capital for several years.  Since 2016, the SBA has invested over 
$1 million into its IT and IT Security infrastructure, from implementing paperless contract 
and investment approvals to onboarding a 24/7 third-party managed security services 
provider.  The strategic objective of this investment has been to ensure our ability to 
effectively work anywhere, anytime and at a moment’s notice.  Although the primary risk 
this enhanced operating capability was intended to mitigate was an intermittent 
disruption from a hurricane (something that has happened three times in four years), this 
planning and investment has served us well in the current environment of extended 
remote work. 

• The business of the SBA has not been adversely affected in a meaningful way as a result 
of transitioning to remote work. Asset management transactions, rebalancings, capital 
calls, risk and performance measurement, dialog within our investment team, external 
partners, with Trustees offices, and oversight groups has been uninterrupted. SBA 
leadership has conducted weekly Incident Management Team meetings, bi-weekly staff 
meetings and Senior Investment Officer Team meetings, Risk and Compliance Committee 
meetings, two Audit Committee Meetings and two IAC meetings all by teleconference or 
video conference.  The one exception is on site diligence for new investment managers 
or GPs. The double whammy of travel suspension and remote work of managers/GPs is 
problematic. If we have an ongoing dialog with a manager, our consultant(s) and trusted 
allocator peers know and are invested with them, we can reach closure. We cannot 
prudently do so for potential investment partners lacking these attributes; the offset to 
this is a pipeline of funds and GPs who are already known.  

• The Cat Fund has continued managing claims from recent storms and preparing for an 
anticipated pre-event debt issue to replenish capital drawn down by claims and maturing 
outstanding bonds.  

• Florida PRIME has continued to meet the needs of clients, providing full daily liquidity, 
safety and competitive returns to 1,380+ accounts across more than 740 governmental 
entities statewide. In stark contrast to the dramatic asset runoff the Local Government 
Surplus Funds Trust Fund (PRIME’s predecessor) suffered in the Great Financial Crisis, 
PRIME actually grew assets in FY 19-20. Year-end AUM topped $15BB, a 12.8% ($1,7BB) 
increase.  
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• As the June 30 IAC materials outlined, internal and external audits and advisory reviews 
have continued, with adjustments in procedure to accommodate remote working. No 
material weaknesses have been identified, controls have been affirmed and a number of 
process improvements identified and progressed. 

• With travel cessation and remote work, business has gone virtual. As a result, “meetings” 
with our investment partners and participation in professional organizations haven’t 
missed a beat. The information and contextual enhancement gained have been extremely 
valuable in building our understanding of events and related risks and opportunities. I 
continue to chair the Council of Institutional Investors and the investment advisory boards 
of the National Institute for Public Finance, Managed Funds Association and Alternative 
Investment Forum. I remain on the advisory board of “Delivering Alpha”, the annual 
investment event co-hosted by CNBC and Institutional Investor and the Robert Toigo 
Foundation. I also serve on several non-profit investment committees, including those of 
the International Endowment for Electrical Engineers, Florida State University Foundation 
and the Episcopal Diocese of Florida.    

• SBA’s visibility, leadership and brand value among peers and in the investment industry 
continue to reflect strong positive perception of our organization, investment acumen 
and leadership in best practices. Reflecting this perception, SBA received three significant 
recognitions during FY 19-20. These include two awards from CIO magazine at their 10th 
annual CIO Industry Innovations Awards ceremony held in NYC December 12, 2019:  

o Innovation Award, Large Public Pension 
o CIO of the Year  

 
SBA also received a nice honor from the National Association of State Investment Officers 
(NASIO) at their annual meeting in Portland, ME, September 30, 2019. I received the Richard L. 
Stoddard Award in recognition of outstanding contributions to the investment of public funds. 
Again a reflection on the excellence of SBA’s entire investment team, this recognition is especially 
meaningful to me for two reasons. First, it is not an annual award; NASIO infrequently awards a 
Stoddard on the basis of exceptional merit. Second, it is a pure play on peer perception; those 
who determine if and to whom the award should be bestowed are solely the CIOs of US state 
pension organizations.  

2) People 

As Warren Buffet said, “Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a 
long time ago.” Our business is inherently long term focused; we prepare for financial events 
decades in the future. As last year’s letter outlined, continuation of excellence cannot be 
assumed; it must be willfully conceived and provided for. Truly great organizations understand 
their own frailty and institutionalize strategies to sustain their strength, anticipating and meeting 
human capital needs, taking pains to recruit, grow and retain professionals with depth and 
diversity that empowers orderly succession and sustains cultural values. Circumstances and 
context are ever changing, but the right cultural norms and personal standards will always 
distinguish real winners from the less successful. The SBA has the good fortune to own an 
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excellent investment track record, excellent team, strong culture rooted in shared beliefs and a 
sterling reputation. Getting succession right is critical to preserving what is good in organizations 
and improving what isn’t as good as it could be. Thus far, our succession management has been 
highly effective; we need to keep it that way. 
 

• Currently, 18.5% of the SBA workforce has established a date within the next few years 
by which they intend to retire or will be eligible to retire by December 31, 2021.  This 
equates to 40 FTEs, 22 of which are in management positions, representing roughly 25% 
of SBA managers.  While we will lose many of those people in the next 12 to 18 months, 
it is not cause for concern. Succession is an issue we have been keenly aware of and 
managing over the nearly 12 years I have been back at the SBA. During this time, all Senior 
Investment Officers and almost all of top management have turned over.  We have added 
and grown talent at all levels of the organization and developed succession plans in all 
our business units. I believe we are in a strong position, largely as a result of the IAC’s 
leadership in crafting and implementing our current comp system. Competitive economic 
compensation and benefits, paired with a very positive combination of workplace quality 
/ culture and smaller city / university town /family friendly lifestyle have proven effective 
in hiring smart, motivated people and expanding their skills and responsibilities over time.   

• I am planning to retire in September of 2021 and am working with the Trustees to make 
their decisions around succession as straightforward and seamless as possible. SBA’s top 
management team, investment officers and all of the supporting IT, Accounting and 
Administrative and Control and Compliance teams are strong and well resourced.  
Whether the Trustees choose to remain with a combined Executive Director & CIO or split 
the functions as many institutions do, there are excellent internal candidates capable of 
accomplishing a smooth transition.  

• Issues of diversity and inclusion have been a subject of substantial recent discussion. I 
have reached out to reaffirm SBA’s commitment to be a meritocracy with opportunity for 
all.  More importantly, our actions support the value statement. There is always more 
that can be done and in that regard, we are working on a mentorship program, improving 
diversity in candidate pools and are open to other initiatives. Perhaps most importantly, 
we listen to our employees and do our best to honor their skills and service. 

• Consistent with SBA’s culture of thought leadership, I encourage SBA colleagues to be 
active in professional organizations relevant to their responsibilities and beneficial to the 
SBA. Staff are involved in the leadership of the Institutional Limited Partners Association, 
National Association of Public Pension Attorneys and International Corporate Governance 
Network. In addition, accounting, audit, Inspector General and compliance staff are active 
in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Institute of Internal Auditors, 
Association of Public Pension Fund Auditors, Information Systems Audit and Control 
Association and the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners.  
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3) Efficiencies / Infrastructure / Operations 
 
SBA continues to be among the very lowest cost large providers of retirement investment service 
providers. CEM Benchmarking, an independent third party cost analysis firm’s latest compilation 
of peer metrics show that the Pension Plan’s 5-year investment performance exceeded 95% of 
its peers, and its most recent one-year all-in costs were lower than 81% of peers. The keys to this 
productivity are internal asset management (which we continue to grow) and scale economies 
captured in the structure, terms and fees of our asset management and service provider 
relationships.  
 

• To maintain and improve support for the investment process, trust services, FL PRIME  
and the FL Hurricane Catastrophe Fund, the SBA has continued to build out its IT 
infrastructure, including completing an important intelligent automation project 
(discussed below), upgrading key portfolio accounting systems and conducting critical 
disaster recovery failover tests in light of the start of hurricane season.  This past July, the 
SBA Trustees approved a budget request that includes an additional $2 million of 
investment directed to IT and IT security projects, including a new private market 
portfolio management solution, additional services geared to transitioning many of our 
current office solutions to the cloud, and continued investment in robotic process 
automation (RPA). 
 

o RPA is not new technology, but its implementation among large asset allocators is 
still in the relatively early stages.  The technology uses computer software to 
mimic the operations that an employee would otherwise conduct “manually” 
using multiple computer applications.  The most common example is where an 
employee would be required to transfer data from multiple emails, documents, 
spreadsheets and pdf reports into a single spreadsheet, database or report for 
further processing.  This work is time intensive and generally not particularly 
satisfying to the employee.  RPA software can automate this work to be performed 
more accurately and in a fraction of the time.  This past year, we created an RPA 
Center of Excellence within the SBA, developed an RPA Operating Model, selected 
an RPA Project Steering Committee, selected an RPA software vendor and 
implemented an RPA pilot project.  The RPA pilot project automated three 
relatively simple tasks, saving over 1,000 human hours of work annually.  The 
human hours “saved” can now be redeployed to areas where human judgement 
and critical and analytical thinking are required, which are higher value activities 
for both the employees and the SBA.  We anticipate automating dozens more 
processes over the next three years with equivalent productivity gains.     
 

o IT security has been a topic in prior letters and remains a priority as cyber-crime is 
perhaps the world fastest growing business.  Over the past year, we have formally 
adopted a Cybersecurity benchmark, conducted a gap analysis with respect to that 
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benchmark and developed a road map and timeline to close identified gaps.  We 
have also upgraded our endpoint security and data loss prevention toolsets, and 
we continue to work with our annual third-party Cybersecurity auditor to test and 
continuously refine our security systems.  On an annual basis, our IT security 
infrastructure, which consists of 2 full-time employees, numerous systems 
(including without limitation endpoint, web-gateway, email filtering and data loss 
prevention systems) along with a 24/7 contracted third party managed security 
services provider, analyzes literally hundreds of millions of security events, any 
one of which, if not prevented, could result in a significant negative impact to the 
SBA. 

 
4) Interaction with the Investment Advisory Council and the Audit Committee 

 
The IAC plays a central role in the credibility and success of the SBA; the expert independent 
oversight and guidance provided to the Trustees and stakeholders is one of the keys to the 
success of our governance model, especially relative to many of our peers. I defer to your 
judgement on the quality and productivity of our relationship. Regarding the Audit Committee, I 
attend and actively participate in their meetings and maintain good rapport with its members. 
Please feel free to contact any of the members of the Audit Committee individually to hear their 
perception of my interaction with them (see attachment 3 for their contact information).   
 
Thank you for sharing your time and talent by serving on the IAC and for your additional 
commitment to serve on the Compensation Subcommittee. Your effort and wisdom are valued 
and have contributed meaningfully to our investment success and the strength of our 
organization. You have advanced the economic interests of our beneficiaries in the purest sense 
of fiduciary duty, while also benefiting stakeholders and taxpayers. 
 

With best regards, 

 

Ashbel C. Williams 
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MEMO 

TO: Vinny Olmstead, Chairman, Compensation Subcommittee of the Investment Advisory 
Council, State Board of Administration 

DATE: September 14, 2020 
FROM: Jon Mason & Josh Wilson, Mercer 
SUBJECT: Mercer’s Review of SBA Compensation study and Salary Recommendation for 

Executive Director/Chief Investment Officer (ED/CIO) 
  
 
 
Dear Chairman Olmstead 
 
In 2012-13, Mercer was engaged to conduct a compensation study for the State Board of Administration of 
Florida (SBA).  Near the conclusion of that study, Mercer issued a letter of recommendation to Chuck Newman, 
a prior Chairman of the Compensation Subcommittee of the Investment Advisory Council, State Board of 
Administration with regard to the SBA’s ED/CIO (Mr. Ash Williams) compensation. The recommendation was to 
increase the ED/CIO’s annual salary to $410,000 which approximated the median of the five largest public 
pension funds in the United States. Mr. Williams’ salary was adjusted from $325,000 to $367,500 effective 
12/10/13 and adjusted again to $389,500 effective 12/1/2014. Mr. Williams’ salary was not adjusted in 2015. 
 
In 2016, the SBA refreshed the analysis done in 2013 but did so internally (as a fee savings measure) and 
Mercer reviewed and validated the work. In Mercer’s view, the process undertaken by the SBA was appropriate 
and consistent with the approach Mercer would have taken. Mercer’s recommendation for 2016 was to increase 
Mr. Williams’ base salary to $425,000 (with the intention of ultimately adjusting the ED/CIO to $455,000, but 
over a two-year period). However, in 2016 Mr. Williams’ base salary was actually adjusted to $411,000.  
 
In 2017 & 2018, SBA continued conducting the benchmarking work internally with validation from Mercer. Based 
on the 2017 assessment and the ED/CIO’s annual performance review, Mercer maintained its prior 
recommendation of an ultimate adjustment to $455,000 which the Subcommittee accepted. In 2018 Mercer 
recommended two alternatives for adjustments and the IAC adopted the higher of the two proposals (a salary of 
$525,000) based on Mr. Williams’ performance and positioning in the marketplace. 
 
Finally, in 2019, Mercer recommended an adjustment to $575,000 based on that year’s market study and the 
results from the Executive Director/CIO’s performance assessment. At the time, we also offered a more 
conservative alternative adjustment to $545,000 and the Committee ultimately opted to adjust the ED/CIO’s 
base salary to the higher alternative of $575,000. 
 
2020 Review of ED/CIO’s performance 
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Mercer received feedback from all four members of the Compensation Subcommittee pertaining to the annual 
performance of the ED/CIO.  Consistent with prior years, Mr. Williams received high marks in all categories, with 
all Subcommittee members giving the highest ratings with respect to performance related to the organization’s 
mission, Efficiencies/Operations/Infrastructure and Mr. Williams’ overall individual performance. The 
Subcommittee has consistently communicated its desire to retain Mr. Williams and the intention to provide 
market competitive compensation to all SBA employees, including Mr. Williams. 
 
Mercer’s Recommendations Regarding SBA’s ED/CIO Compensation  
 
The SBA compiled multiple salary market reference points for the ED/CIO position including: 
 

1) Median of top 5 public pension funds - $450,000 (Group consists of CalPERS, CalSTRS, New York 
State Common, New York City Retirement, Teachers Retirement System of Texas) 

2) 75th percentile of Larger Public Pension Funds peer group (n=14) - $566,500 
3) 75th percentile of Broader Public Pension Funds peer group (n=20) - $515,500 

 
For the first time since we began working with SBA, the compensation data have remained approximately flat or 
have declined slightly. For context, among the 14 larger public funds peer group, four had new CIOs in 2020. 
Three of four were internal promotions and all of the four were first time CIOs (one was previously “Interim 
CIO”). As an additional data reference point, Mercer conducts a periodic survey of large and leading public 
pension funds (n=12). The base salary 75th percentile for that group of public pension CIO’s is $586,500.  
 
Based on the above inputs, we do not believe a market-based adjustment is in order. Due to strong 
performance, tenure, and a desire to maintain consistent positioning, SBA may consider a typical merit 
adjustment in the range of 2-4% (or consistent with SBA’s broader merit budget adjusted for individual 
performance). A 3% adjustment would yield a salary of $592,250.  
 
Additionally, several SBA employees, including Mr. Williams, are eligible for a performance-based incentive that 
is closely tied to the results of the funds.  Mr. Williams is eligible for incentive compensation ranging from 17.5% 
to 52.5% of salary. For reference, a majority of SBA’s public pension peers also have incentive programs and 
this year’s study illuminated that those incentives are generally more lucrative than those offered by the SBA. 
For example, while the maximum incentive compensation for SBA’s ED/CIO is 52.5% of base salary, at median, 
the maximum incentive for SBA’s peers is 150% of base salary. The magnitude of these opportunities should be 
contemplated as the SBA evaluates the competitiveness of the incentive programs across the SBA.  
 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 
Thank you,  
Jon & Josh 
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SBA Incentive Compensation Update
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*More than 50% of earned awards were paid out due to two individuals (in each year) reaching age 65 in the calendar year and triggering 100% payout pursuant 
to the Plan Document.

FY2015-2016 FY2016-2017 FY2017-2018 FY2018-2019 FY2019-2020

Total Eligible Positions 63 63 63 63 64
Total Participants Receiving an Award 57 59 54 58 62
Maximum Possible Quantitative Award $1,786,970 $1,783,384 $1,831,456 $1,962,033 $2,188,657
Actual Quantitative Award (Paid over 2 years) $1,382,538 $1,610,799 $1,648,299 $1,783,358 N/A
Maximum Possible Individual Award $339,580 $343,442 $350,144 $369,655 $424,117
Actual Individual Award (Paid over 2 years) $255,999 $296,867 $311,107 $335,657 N/A
Maximum Possible Award $2,126,550 $2,126,827 $2,181,600 $2,331,688 $2,612,774
Actual Total Award Earned (Paid over 2 years) $1,638,535 $1,907,665 $1,959,406 $2,119,014 N/A
Total Earned Quantitative ÷ Max Possible 77% 90% 90% 91% N/A
Total Earned Individual ÷ Max Possible 75% 86% 89% 91% N/A
Total Earned ÷ Max Possible 77% 90% 90% 91% N/A
% Participants Earning Max Possible 53% 63% 69% 37% N/A
Total Awards Paid in December following FY $869,218* $1,728,304 $1,886,568 $2,063,465* N/A
Total Awards Deferred to December after next FY $769,318 $953,833 $979,703 $922,488 N/A



SBA Base Compensation Comparison for 
2018 & 2019 Salary Adjustments
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The table above reflects adjustments to SBA employees only and excludes position reclassifications and the ED/CIO adjustment.

The table above reflects adjustments to SBA employees only and excludes position reclassifications and the ED/CIO adjustment.
NOTE: The base pay plan was updated in conjunction with the base salary increase effective 12/01/2020.

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

Total Employees 193 182 135 127 58 55
Employees as % of Total Employees - - 70% 70% 30% 30%
SBA Compa-Ratio
(Total Salaries ÷ Total Midpoints) 94% 94% 98% 98% 90% 89%

All SBA Employees Non-Incentive Eligible Incentive Eligible

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

December 2018 
Adjustments

December 2019 
Adjustments

Aggregate Rate Increase $734,384 $820,393 $467,413 $509,856 $266,971 $310,537 
Median Base Pay Increase $4,001 $4,165 $3,550 $3,702 $5,768 $4,812
Average Base Pay Increase $4,800 $4,508 $4,328 $4,015 $5,933 $5,646 
Median % of Base Pay Increase 5.0% 4.7% 5.5% 5.0% 4.2% 4.1%
Average % of Base Pay Increase 5.1% 4.8% 5.6% 5.1% 4.1% 4.1%

All SBA Employees Non-Incentive Eligible Incentive Eligible
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		Enter As Of Date: = 2020-09-01		 251																		12/31/20								12/31/21								12/31/22								12/31/23								12/31/24								12/31/25								12/31/26

		Name		Title		Department		Executive Service Manager/Director		Start Date		Asset Class		Incentive Eligible		Supervisor/Manager & Above		Retirement Eligible Year		Years as of 09/01/2020		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?

		Meyer,Craig Arthur		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		9/3/13								2020		9.57		9.90		72.94		Years of Service & Age		NO		10.90		73.94						11.90		74.94						12.90		75.94						13.90		76.94						14.90		77.94						15.90		78.94

		Tabb,Stephen Lloyd		Dir of Investment Management		ODCP		Daniel Beard		10/1/02				YES		YES		2020		17.99		18.32		70.78		Years of Service & Age		NO		19.32		71.78						20.32		72.78						21.32		73.78						22.32		74.78						23.32		75.78						24.32		76.78

		Perez,Kent J		Deputy Executive Dir		Deputy Executive Dir Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		6/29/17				YES		YES		2020		37.25		37.58		68.62		Years of Service & Age		NO		38.58		69.62						39.58		70.62						40.58		71.62						41.58		72.62						42.58		73.62						43.58		74.62

		Bert,Anne T.		Chief Operating Officer - FHCF		CAT Fund		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/25/99						YES		2020		10.41		10.74		67.91		Years of Service & Age		NO		11.74		68.91						12.74		69.91						13.74		70.91						14.74		71.91						15.74		72.91						16.74		73.91

		Joanos,Janice S		Sr Administrative Assistant		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		8/15/01								2020		11.82		12.15		67.30		Years of Service & Age		NO		13.15		68.30						14.15		69.30						15.15		70.30						16.15		71.30						17.15		72.30						18.15		73.30

		Smith,Ruth A.		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		3/2/09								2020		22.15		22.48		66.32		Years of Service & Age		NO		23.48		67.32						24.48		68.32						25.48		69.32						26.48		70.32						27.48		71.32						28.48		72.32

		Sampson,Nancy		Dir of Information Technology		Information Technology		Edward Taylor		12/1/17						YES		2020		16.16		16.49		65.76		Years of Service & Age		NO		17.49		66.76						18.49		67.76						19.49		68.76						20.49		69.76						21.49		70.76						22.49		71.76

		Good,Luanne		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		5/19/86		YES		YES		YES		2020		34.41		34.74		64.65		Years of Service & Age		NO		35.74		65.65						36.74		66.65						37.74		67.65						38.74		68.65						39.74		69.65						40.74		70.65

		Hovey,James Kennedy		Portfolio Mgr II-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		7/13/09		YES		YES				2020		11.24		11.57		64.62		Years of Service & Age		NO		12.57		65.62						13.57		66.62						14.57		67.62						15.57		68.62						16.57		69.62						17.57		70.62

		Copeland,Robert T		SOO-Acctng & Admin Services		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Edward Taylor		1/15/88						YES		2020		33.49		33.82		64.53		Years of Service & Age		NO		34.82		65.53						35.82		66.53						36.82		67.53						37.82		68.53						38.82		69.53						39.82		70.53

		Chambers,Kenneth Alan		Inspector General		Inspector General		Ashbel Williams Jr.		2/13/12						YES		2020		0.16		0.49		63.49		Retired		NO		1.49		64.49						2.49		65.49						3.49		66.49						4.49		67.49						5.49		68.49						6.49		69.49

		McGriff,Carolyn		Mgr-Enterprise Risk & Control		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/13/16						YES		2020		30.67		31.00		62.61		DROP		DROP		32.00		63.61						33.00		64.61						34.00		65.61						35.00		66.61						36.00		67.61						37.00		68.61

		Smith,Jeffrey L		Portfolio Manager II-Ext RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		3/14/94		YES		YES				2020		26.16		26.49		62.45		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.49		63.45						28.49		64.45						29.49		65.45						30.49		66.45						31.49		67.45						32.49		68.45

		Benton,John G		Sr Investment Policy Officer		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		Ashbel Williams Jr.		10/5/00				YES		YES		2020		34.07		34.40		61.02		Years of Service		NO		35.40		62.02						36.40		63.02						37.40		64.02						38.40		65.02						39.40		66.02						40.40		67.02

		Senn,Donna		Mgr of Accounting		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		5/16/88						YES		2020		33.16		33.49		57.72		Years of Service		NO		34.49		58.72						35.49		59.72						36.49		60.72						37.49		61.72						38.49		62.72						39.49		63.72

		Kelleher,Walter		Dir of Educational Svcs		ODCP		Daniel Beard		8/1/00						YES		2020		31.66		31.99		55.66		Years of Service		NO		32.99		56.66						33.99		57.66						34.99		58.66						35.99		59.66						36.99		60.66						37.99		61.66

		Buckley,Kimberly		Senior RE Research Analyst		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		7/31/98		YES		YES				2020		29.99		30.32		55.35		Years of Service		NO		31.32		56.35						32.32		57.35						33.32		58.35						34.32		59.35						35.32		60.35						36.32		61.35

		Saunders,Lora		Technical Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/13/93								2020		33.66		33.99		53.53		Years of Service		NO		34.99		54.53						35.99		55.53						36.99		56.53						37.99		57.53						38.99		58.53						39.99		59.53

		Smith,Richard		Sr. Portfolio Mgr-Short Term		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		12/13/99		YES		YES		YES		2020		30.32		30.65		53.22		Years of Service		YES		31.65		54.22						32.65		55.22						33.65		56.22						34.65		57.22						35.65		58.22						36.65		59.22

		Harrison,John Randy		SOO - Human Resources		Human Resources		Edward Taylor		12/9/13						YES		2021		6.82		7.15		65.30						8.15		66.30		Years of Service & Age		NO		9.15		67.30						10.15		68.30						11.15		69.30						12.15		70.30						13.15		71.30

		Neustadter,Daniel		Network Workstation Sup Anlyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/11/01								2021		25.32		25.65		61.67						26.65		62.67		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.65		63.67						28.65		64.67						29.65		65.67						30.65		66.67						31.65		67.67

		Das,Subhasis		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/3/02		YES		YES		YES		2021		29.49		29.82		61.16						30.82		62.16		Years of Service & Age		YES		31.82		63.16						32.82		64.16						33.82		65.16						34.82		66.16						35.82		67.16

		Spook,Stephen A		Sr Invstmt Off-Real Estate		Real Estate		Ashbel Williams Jr.		8/24/98		YES		YES		YES		2021		22.16		22.49		61.03						23.49		62.03		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.49		63.03						25.49		64.03						26.49		65.03						27.49		66.03						28.49		67.03

		Verma,Loveleen		Mgr of Internal Audit-IT		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		10/19/04						YES		2021		23.16		23.49		61.02						24.49		62.02		Years of Service & Age		YES		25.49		63.02						26.49		64.02						27.49		65.02						28.49		66.02						29.49		67.02

		Pollock,William E		Mgr of Network Services		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/25/02						YES		2021		29.41		29.74		59.44						30.74		60.44		Years of Service		YES		31.74		61.44						32.74		62.44						33.74		63.44						34.74		64.44						35.74		65.44

		Koren,Deborah S		Sr Financial Systems Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		5/7/01								2021		29.57		29.90		57.40						30.90		58.40		Years of Service		YES		31.90		59.40						32.90		60.40						33.90		61.40						34.90		62.40						35.90		63.40

		Glogau,Karen		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		3/20/90								2021		29.58		29.91		54.84						30.91		55.84		Years of Service		YES		31.91		56.84						32.91		57.84						33.91		58.84						34.91		59.84						35.91		60.84

		Willis,Nina T.		Dir of Investment Operations		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/25/93						YES		2021		29.16		29.49		53.80						30.49		54.80		Years of Service		YES		31.49		55.80						32.49		56.80						33.49		57.80						34.49		58.80						35.49		59.80

		Wilson,Gina T		Sr Director-Ops & Examinations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		10/8/96						YES		2021		29.24		29.57		53.12						30.57		54.12		Years of Service		YES		31.57		55.12						32.57		56.12						33.57		57.12						34.57		58.12						35.57		59.12

		Frost,Laura J.		Senior Investment Analyst-RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		12/5/05		YES		YES				2022		27.58		27.91		60.74						28.91		61.74						29.91		62.74		Years of Service & Age		YES		30.91		63.74						31.91		64.74						32.91		65.74						33.91		66.74

		Sirmons,Donna		Mgr of Modeling Program		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		9/25/00						YES		2022		20.07		20.40		60.22						21.40		61.22						22.40		62.22		Years of Service & Age		YES		23.40		63.22						24.40		64.22						25.40		65.22						26.40		66.22

		Williams,Jennifer		Mgr of Procurement & Contracts		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		4/6/98						YES		2023		22.49		22.82		59.62						23.82		60.62						24.82		61.62						25.82		62.62		Years of Service & Age		YES		26.82		63.62						27.82		64.62						28.82		65.62

		Wasson,Deanna L.		Mgr-Enterprise Risk & Control		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/12/06						YES		2023		14.32		14.65		59.13						15.65		60.13						16.65		61.13						17.65		62.13		Years of Service & Age		YES		18.65		63.13						19.65		64.13						20.65		65.13

		Gray,Lynne		SPM-Principal Investments		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		9/27/93		YES		YES		YES		2023		27.07		27.40		53.36						28.40		54.36						29.40		55.36						30.40		56.36		Years of Service		YES		31.40		57.36						32.40		58.36						33.40		59.36

		Barber,Scotty		Senior Applications Programmer		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/1/93								2023		27.66		27.99		52.96						28.99		53.96						29.99		54.96						30.99		55.96		Years of Service		YES		31.99		56.96						32.99		57.96						33.99		58.96

		Taylor,Timothy		Sr Invstmt Off-Global Equity		Global Equity		Ashbel Williams Jr.		3/22/99		YES		YES		YES		2023		26.74		27.07		52.46						28.07		53.46						29.07		54.46						30.07		55.46		Years of Service		YES		31.07		56.46						32.07		57.46						33.07		58.46

		Domondon,Ernest		Financial Systems Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		3/1/13								2023		26.74		27.07		50.47						28.07		51.47						29.07		52.47						30.07		53.47		Years of Service		YES		31.07		54.47						32.07		55.47						33.07		56.47

		Zody,Jane		Mgr of Financial Systems		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/23/93						YES		2023		27.16		27.49		50.11						28.49		51.11						29.49		52.11						30.49		53.11		Years of Service		YES		31.49		54.11						32.49		55.11						33.49		56.11

		Barrett,Jennifer		Senior Compliance Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/1/97								2023		26.91		27.24		48.52						28.24		49.52						29.24		50.52						30.24		51.52		Years of Service		YES		31.24		52.52						32.24		53.52						33.24		54.52

		Morea,Cynthia Nicole		Fiscal Analyst		ODCP		Daniel Beard		5/3/93								2023		27.39		27.72		48.40						28.72		49.40						29.72		50.40						30.72		51.40		Years of Service		YES		31.72		52.40						32.72		53.40						33.72		54.40

		Dixon,Belinda P.		Dir-Operational Due Diligence		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		5/15/09						YES		2024		17.08		17.41		58.70						18.41		59.70						19.41		60.70						20.41		61.70						21.41		62.70		Years of Service & Age		YES		22.41		63.70						23.41		64.70

		Wojciechowski,Kathryn A.		Sr Invstmt Off-Fixed Income		Fixed Income		Ashbel Williams Jr.		9/21/09		YES		YES		YES		2024		11.07		11.40		58.34						12.40		59.34						13.40		60.34						14.40		61.34						15.40		62.34		Years of Service & Age		YES		16.40		63.34						17.40		64.34

		Melton,Dorothy		Mgr of Human Resources		Human Resources		John Harrison		4/1/94						YES		2024		26.49		26.82		58.27						27.82		59.27						28.82		60.27						29.82		61.27						30.82		62.27		Years of Service & Age		YES		31.82		63.27						32.82		64.27

		Sweet,Nathan D.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		5/1/09								2024		11.41		11.74		58.27						12.74		59.27						13.74		60.27						14.74		61.27						15.74		62.27		Years of Service & Age		YES		16.74		63.27						17.74		64.27

		Bass,Jennifer J.		Manager of Budget		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/8/11						YES		2024		19.32		19.65		58.23						20.65		59.23						21.65		60.23						22.65		61.23						23.65		62.23		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.65		63.23						25.65		64.23

		Sherlock III,Raymond Dominic		SPM-Asset Alloc & Invst Alytic		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		12/1/00				YES		YES		2024		19.82		20.15		58.00						21.15		59.00						22.15		60.00						23.15		61.00						24.15		62.00		Years of Service & Age		YES		25.15		63.00						26.15		64.00

		Dervish,Bridget		Mgr-Operational Due Diligence		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/16/12						YES		2024		26.07		26.40		49.75						27.40		50.75						28.40		51.75						29.40		52.75						30.40		53.75		Years of Service		YES		31.40		54.75						32.40		55.75

		Matthews Chandler,Karen		Dir of Enterprise Risk Mgmt		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		2/14/94						YES		2024		26.24		26.57		49.32						27.57		50.32						28.57		51.32						29.57		52.32						30.57		53.32		Years of Service		YES		31.57		54.32						32.57		55.32

		Stauffer,Jeffery		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		11/19/18		YES		YES				2025		3.57		3.90		61.83						4.90		62.83						5.90		63.83						6.90		64.83						7.90		65.83						8.90		66.83		Years of Service & Age		NO		9.90		67.83

		Bullock,Annette T		Administrative Assistant		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		9/21/15								2025		5.07		5.40		60.02						6.40		61.02						7.40		62.02						8.40		63.02						9.40		64.02						10.40		65.02		Years of Service & Age		YES		11.40		66.02

		Wnuk III,Joseph John		Sr Portfolio Mgr-Global Equity		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		9/1/99		YES		YES		YES		2025		21.07		21.40		57.90						22.40		58.90						23.40		59.90						24.40		60.90						25.40		61.90						26.40		62.90		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.40		63.90

		Parramore,Suzette M.		Sr Travel Services Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		8/24/04								2025		18.32		18.65		57.49						19.65		58.49						20.65		59.49						21.65		60.49						22.65		61.49						23.65		62.49		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.65		63.49

		Bowers,Nell N.		Paralegal		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		2/22/10								2025		11.57		11.90		57.48						12.90		58.48						13.90		59.48						14.90		60.48						15.90		61.48						16.90		62.48		Years of Service & Age		YES		17.90		63.48

		Beard,Daniel E.		Chief of DC Programs		ODCP		Ashbel Williams Jr.		8/11/06				YES		YES		2025		25.32		25.65		52.10						26.65		53.10						27.65		54.10						28.65		55.10						29.65		56.10						30.65		57.10		Years of Service		YES		31.65		58.10

		McEwen Jr,Lucius E		Mgr of Support & Office Svcs		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/27/03						YES		2025		24.98		25.31		49.45						26.31		50.45						27.31		51.45						28.31		52.45						29.31		53.45						30.31		54.45		Years of Service		YES		31.31		55.45

		McCranie,Deborah		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		11/3/97								2025		25.41		25.74		48.64						26.74		49.64						27.74		50.64						28.74		51.64						29.74		52.64						30.74		53.64		Years of Service		YES		31.74		54.64

		McCallister,James		Operations Clerk		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/19/91								2025		25.16		25.49		48.27						26.49		49.27						27.49		50.27						28.49		51.27						29.49		52.27						30.49		53.27		Years of Service		YES		31.49		54.27

		Watson,Mini		Director of Administration		ODCP		Daniel Beard		10/6/14						YES		2025		24.74		25.07		44.84						26.07		45.84						27.07		46.84						28.07		47.84						29.07		48.84						30.07		49.84		Years of Service		YES		31.07		50.84

		Hough,Selina S		Sr Accounting Analyst		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		9/25/00								2026		20.07		20.40		56.74						21.40		57.74						22.40		58.74						23.40		59.74						24.40		60.74						25.40		61.74						26.40		62.74		Years of Service & Age		YES

		Brenneis,John Edward		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		9/14/11								2026		13.65		13.98		56.08						14.98		57.08						15.98		58.08						16.98		59.08						17.98		60.08						18.98		61.08						19.98		62.08		Years of Service & Age		YES

		Williams,Tiffany		Administrative Assistant		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		3/11/96		YES						2026		24.07		24.40		47.15						25.40		48.15						26.40		49.15						27.40		50.15						28.40		51.15						29.40		52.15						30.40		53.15		Years of Service		YES

		Noda,Pamela		Sr Administrative Assistant		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		6/1/98								DROP-2020		21.01		21.34		67.07		DROP		DROP		22.34		68.07						23.34		69.07						24.34		70.07						25.34		71.07						26.34		72.07						27.34		73.07

		Ceurvorst,Kevin A		SPM - Investment Grade Credit		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		2/10/03		YES		YES		YES		DROP-2021		13.92		14.25		66.70						15.25		67.70		DROP		DROP		16.25		68.70						17.25		69.70						18.25		70.70						19.25		71.70						20.25		72.70

		Williams Jr.,Ashbel C		Executive Director & CIO		Executive Director		N/A		12/2/91				YES		YES		DROP-2021		26.83		27.16		66.22						28.16		67.22		DROP		DROP		29.16		68.22						30.16		69.22						31.16		70.22						32.16		71.22						33.16		72.22

		Worley,Ramona A		Budget Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		2/1/95								DROP-2021		31.00		31.33		63.17						32.33		64.17		DROP		DROP		33.33		65.17						34.33		66.17						35.33		67.17						36.33		68.17						37.33		69.17

		Cheshire,Lisa		Sr Administrative Assistant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/1/84		YES						DROP-2021		30.67		31.00		55.24						32.00		56.24		DROP		DROP		33.00		57.24						34.00		58.24						35.00		59.24						36.00		60.24						37.00		61.24

		Szypula,Stephen J.		Dir of Examinations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		6/13/11						YES		DROP-2022		30.67		31.00		55.09						32.00		56.09						33.00		57.09		DROP		DROP		34.00		58.09						35.00		59.09						36.00		60.09						37.00		61.09

		Koren,Douglas		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		11/7/94								DROP-2023		31.00		31.33		60.98						32.33		61.98						33.33		62.98						34.33		63.98		DROP		DROP		35.33		64.98						36.33		65.98						37.33		66.98

		Bunker,Charles		Senior Project Manager		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		11/7/88								DROP-2023		31.59		31.92		60.73						32.92		61.73						33.92		62.73						34.92		63.73		DROP		DROP		35.92		64.73						36.92		65.73						37.92		66.73

		Knight,Janie		Mgr of Trust Services		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/28/85						YES		DROP-2023		34.16		34.49		59.28						35.49		60.28						36.49		61.28						37.49		62.28		DROP		DROP		38.49		63.28						39.49		64.28						40.49		65.28

		Smith,Sheilah R		Dir-Policy Admin & Reg Compl		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		11/15/84						YES		DROP-2024		35.01		35.34		58.82						36.34		59.82						37.34		60.82						38.34		61.82						39.34		62.82		DROP		DROP		40.34		63.82						41.34		64.82

		Collins,Lisa		Mgr of Public Mkt Compliance		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/22/87						YES		DROP-2024		32.47		32.80		54.54						33.80		55.54						34.80		56.54						35.80		57.54						36.80		58.54		DROP		DROP		37.80		59.54						38.80		60.54

		Dillenschneider,Kim		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/17/14								DROP-2024		30.84		31.17		54.04						32.17		55.04						33.17		56.04						34.17		57.04						35.17		58.04		DROP		DROP		36.17		59.04						37.17		60.04

		Cook,Jacqulyn M		Asst Portfolio Mgr-FI		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		9/12/94		YES		YES				DROP-2025		30.49		30.82		61.81						31.82		62.81						32.82		63.81						33.82		64.81						34.82		65.81						35.82		66.81		DROP		DROP		36.82		67.81

		Henderson,Cynthia		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/26/85								DROP-2025		30.50		30.83		58.47						31.83		59.47						32.83		60.47						33.83		61.47						34.83		62.47						35.83		63.47		DROP		DROP		36.83		64.47

		Moore,James		Operations Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		5/5/97								DROP-2025		35.00		35.33		57.44						36.33		58.44						37.33		59.44						38.33		60.44						39.33		61.44						40.33		62.44		DROP		DROP		41.33		63.44

		Phillips,Kimberly		Sr Investment Ops Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		2/13/90								DROP-2025		30.67		31.00		53.09						32.00		54.09						33.00		55.09						34.00		56.09						35.00		57.09						36.00		58.09		DROP		DROP		37.00		59.09

		Fabian,Barbara		Senior SharePoint Developer		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/3/19										1.32		1.65		66.46						2.65		67.46						3.65		68.46						4.65		69.46						5.65		70.46						6.65		71.46						7.65		72.46

		Park,EungKyu		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/3/20										0.08		0.42		62.28						1.42		63.28						2.42		64.28						3.42		65.28						4.42		66.28						5.42		67.28						6.42		68.28

		Dearduff,Linda Dianne		Administrative Assistant-FHCF		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		6/17/19										2.24		2.57		61.79						3.57		62.79						4.57		63.79						5.57		64.79						6.57		65.79						7.57		66.79						8.57		67.79

		Fogliano,Michael Carl		SPM-Ext. Managed RE Portfolio		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/22/15		YES		YES		YES				5.32		5.65		57.08						6.65		58.08						7.65		59.08						8.65		60.08						9.65		61.08						10.65		62.08						11.65		63.08

		Khan,Shoaib		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/1/17		YES		YES		YES				6.65		6.98		56.63						7.98		57.63						8.98		58.63						9.98		59.63						10.98		60.63						11.98		61.63						12.98		62.63

		Hansard,Pamela		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/1/20										0.08		0.42		55.92						1.42		56.92						2.42		57.92						3.42		58.92						4.42		59.92						5.42		60.92						6.42		61.92

		Walker,Amy P		Executive Assistant		Executive Director		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/9/17										23.65		23.98		55.29						24.98		56.29						25.98		57.29						26.98		58.29						27.98		59.29						28.98		60.29						29.98		61.29

		Foisy,Kelly A.		Mgr - Derivative & Invest. Ops		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		5/1/08						YES				12.41		12.74		54.77						13.74		55.77						14.74		56.77						15.74		57.77						16.74		58.77						17.74		59.77						18.74		60.77

		Jeffries,Cherie E.B.		Dir of FI Trading		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		10/1/12		YES		YES		YES				17.24		17.57		54.12						18.57		55.12						19.57		56.12						20.57		57.12						21.57		58.12						22.57		59.12						23.57		60.12

		Raymaker,Mindy K.		Chief Risk & Compliance Off		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Ashbel Williams Jr.		5/2/11						YES				21.50		21.83		54.01						22.83		55.01						23.83		56.01						24.83		57.01						25.83		58.01						26.83		59.01						27.83		60.01

		Wellman,James Thomas		Records & Information Manager		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		7/29/13						YES				7.24		7.57		53.85						8.57		54.85						9.57		55.85						10.57		56.85						11.57		57.85						12.57		58.85						13.57		59.85

		Campbell,Keith		Sr Info Security Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		9/17/18										14.90		15.23		53.79						16.23		54.79						17.23		55.79						18.23		56.79						19.23		57.79						20.23		58.79						21.23		59.79

		Stirner,Kimberly		Chief Audit Executive		Internal Audit		Ashbel Williams Jr.		5/5/14						YES				14.24		14.57		53.78						15.57		54.78						16.57		55.78						17.57		56.78						18.57		57.78						19.57		58.78						20.57		59.78

		Awojobi,Olusoji		Sr Audit Analyst-IT		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		8/19/19										1.82		2.15		53.46						3.15		54.46						4.15		55.46						5.15		56.46						6.15		57.46						7.15		58.46						8.15		59.46

		LaRue,Maria		Paralegal		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		1/7/19										3.57		3.90		53.16						4.90		54.16						5.90		55.16						6.90		56.16						7.90		57.16						8.90		58.16						9.90		59.16

		Webster,Trenton T		SIO-Strategic Investments		Strategic Investments		Ashbel Williams Jr.		7/1/97		YES		YES		YES				23.24		23.57		52.70						24.57		53.70						25.57		54.70						26.57		55.70						27.57		56.70						28.57		57.70						29.57		58.70

		Haynes,Thomas		Portfolio Mgr II-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		12/7/15		YES		YES						4.82		5.15		52.39						6.15		53.39						7.15		54.39						8.15		55.39						9.15		56.39						10.15		57.39						11.15		58.39

		McCullough,Scott Allen		Portfolio Mgr-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		10/17/16		YES		YES						3.99		4.32		51.39						5.32		52.39						6.32		53.39						7.32		54.39						8.32		55.39						9.32		56.39						10.32		57.39

		Groom II,Paul W		Deputy General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		7/2/09						YES				11.24		11.57		51.34						12.57		52.34						13.57		53.34						14.57		54.34						15.57		55.34						16.57		56.34						17.57		57.34

		Reams,Lucy		Assistant Portfolio Manager-PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		1/21/97		YES		YES						19.91		20.24		51.15						21.24		52.15						22.24		53.15						23.24		54.15						24.24		55.15						25.24		56.15						26.24		57.15

		Gerard,Jayne		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		4/17/17										2.49		2.82		51.13						3.82		52.13						4.82		53.13						5.82		54.13						6.82		55.13						7.82		56.13						8.82		57.13

		Kuczwanski,John		Mgr of External Affairs		Deputy Executive Dir Office		Kent Perez		5/24/10						YES				10.74		11.07		51.08						12.07		52.08						13.07		53.08						14.07		54.08						15.07		55.08						16.07		56.08						17.07		57.08

		Zhou,Jun		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		3/28/05										17.15		17.48		50.74						18.48		51.74						19.48		52.74						20.48		53.74						21.48		54.74						22.48		55.74						23.48		56.74

		Calhoun,Kimberly R		Administrative Assistant		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		11/10/14										5.07		5.40		50.68						6.40		51.68						7.40		52.68						8.40		53.68						9.40		54.68						10.40		55.68						11.40		56.68

		Bollmann,Theodore A.		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/30/11		YES		YES						9.32		9.65		50.55						10.65		51.55						11.65		52.55						12.65		53.55						13.65		54.55						14.65		55.55						15.65		56.55

		Taylor,Edward L		Chief Operating/Financial Off.		Chief Operating Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		4/15/02				YES		YES				17.99		18.32		50.54						19.32		51.54						20.32		52.54						21.32		53.54						22.32		54.54						23.32		55.54						24.32		56.54

		Moose,Kevin Christopher		Sr. Portfolio Manager/Ext Mgmt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		1/5/15		YES		YES		YES				5.74		6.07		50.52						7.07		51.52						8.07		52.52						9.07		53.52						10.07		54.52						11.07		55.52						12.07		56.52

		McCauley,Michael		Sr Off-Invst Prog & Governance		Investm Programs & Governance		Ashbel Williams Jr.		6/2/97				YES		YES				23.32		23.65		50.49						24.65		51.49						25.65		52.49						26.65		53.49						27.65		54.49						28.65		55.49						29.65		56.49

		Owens,Donna G.		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		7/2/07										22.07		22.40		50.30						23.40		51.30						24.40		52.30						25.40		53.30						26.40		54.30						27.40		55.30						28.40		56.30

		Proctor Jr,Thomas Combs		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		4/2/12		YES		YES						8.49		8.82		50.00						9.82		51.00						10.82		52.00						11.82		53.00						12.82		54.00						13.82		55.00						14.82		56.00

		Gainey,Sarah Jane		Sr Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/28/13		YES								7.41		7.74		49.86						8.74		50.86						9.74		51.86						10.74		52.86						11.74		53.86						12.74		54.86						13.74		55.86

		Kirkland,Roy Paul		Sr Quant Data Systems Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/24/19										1.32		1.65		49.80						2.65		50.80						3.65		51.80						4.65		52.80						5.65		53.80						6.65		54.80						7.65		55.80

		Elsbernd,Patria		Senior Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		8/24/98										22.16		22.49		49.59						23.49		50.59						24.49		51.59						25.49		52.59						26.49		53.59						27.49		54.59						28.49		55.59

		Staton,Ha-Young P.		Administrative Assistant		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/7/10		YES								10.32		10.65		49.48						11.65		50.48						12.65		51.48						13.65		52.48						14.65		53.48						15.65		54.48						16.65		55.48

		Williams,George Jacob C.		Corp Governance Mgr-Operations		Investm Programs & Governance		Michael McCauley		11/1/07						YES				18.49		18.82		49.43						19.82		50.43						20.82		51.43						21.82		52.43						22.82		53.43						23.82		54.43						24.82		55.43

		Jackson,Teresa Ann		Training Specialist		Human Resources		John Harrison		8/21/12										7.24		7.57		49.07						8.57		50.07						9.57		51.07						10.57		52.07						11.57		53.07						12.57		54.07						13.57		55.07

		Vos,Robert		Dir of Enterprise Project Mgmt		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/24/17						YES				4.82		5.15		49.06						6.15		50.06						7.15		51.06						8.15		52.06						9.15		53.06						10.15		54.06						11.15		55.06

		Geller,Brian George		Sr Portfolio Manager - FI		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		1/14/13		YES		YES		YES				7.74		8.07		48.83						9.07		49.83						10.07		50.83						11.07		51.83						12.07		52.83						13.07		53.83						14.07		54.83

		Marino,Christopher C.		Real Estate Acquisitions Mgr		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/30/11		YES		YES						9.32		9.65		48.76						10.65		49.76						11.65		50.76						12.65		51.76						13.65		52.76						14.65		53.76						15.65		54.76

		Myers,Jennifer L		Dir of Operations & Trading		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/9/01		YES		YES		YES				19.24		19.57		48.64						20.57		49.64						21.57		50.64						22.57		51.64						23.57		52.64						24.57		53.64						25.57		54.64

		Vernon,Mauricia L		Senior Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		7/1/97										22.24		22.57		47.53						23.57		48.53						24.57		49.53						25.57		50.53						26.57		51.53						27.57		52.53						28.57		53.53

		Medley,Cristi		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/17/14										6.66		6.99		47.42						7.99		48.42						8.99		49.42						9.99		50.42						10.99		51.42						11.99		52.42						12.99		53.42

		Stewart,Tracy A.		Corp Governance Mgr-Research		Investm Programs & Governance		Michael McCauley		1/19/05						YES				14.05		14.38		47.34						15.38		48.34						16.38		49.34						17.38		50.34						18.38		51.34						19.38		52.34						20.38		53.34

		Hazen,Maureen M.		General Counsel		General Counsel		Ashbel Williams Jr.		2/7/05				YES		YES				15.66		15.99		47.07						16.99		48.07						17.99		49.07						18.99		50.07						19.99		51.07						20.99		52.07						21.99		53.07

		Moreno,Carlos Andres		Sr Desktop Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/17/15										12.91		13.24		46.19						14.24		47.19						15.24		48.19						16.24		49.19						17.24		50.19						18.24		51.19						19.24		52.19

		Voehl,Crystalyn		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		12/7/15										4.82		5.15		46.14						6.15		47.14						7.15		48.14						8.15		49.14						9.15		50.14						10.15		51.14						11.15		52.14

		Mogg Jr,John Craig		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		10/10/11		YES		YES		YES				8.99		9.32		46.13						10.32		47.13						11.32		48.13						12.32		49.13						13.32		50.13						14.32		51.13						15.32		52.13

		Geiger,Sara Bullock		Portfolio Manager II-Ext RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		8/1/02		YES		YES						18.16		18.49		46.01						19.49		47.01						20.49		48.01						21.49		49.01						22.49		50.01						23.49		51.01						24.49		52.01

		Banka,Jeffrey A.		Accounting Analyst		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		9/9/08										21.32		21.65		45.84						22.65		46.84						23.65		47.84						24.65		48.84						25.65		49.84						26.65		50.84						27.65		51.84

		Main,Marcia R.		Dir of Vendor Management		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/8/10						YES				22.82		23.15		45.70						24.15		46.70						25.15		47.70						26.15		48.70						27.15		49.70						28.15		50.70						29.15		51.70

		Olson,Allison		Dir Policy, Risk Mgmt & Complc		ODCP		Daniel Beard		7/16/18						YES				21.49		21.82		45.67						22.82		46.67						23.82		47.67						24.82		48.67						25.82		49.67						26.82		50.67						27.82		51.67

		Verschage,Jason		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/17/19										1.32		1.65		45.49						2.65		46.49						3.65		47.49						4.65		48.49						5.65		49.49						6.65		50.49						7.65		51.49

		Dyal,Mandi Hicks		Dir of Accounting		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/22/98						YES				22.32		22.65		45.45						23.65		46.45						24.65		47.45						25.65		48.45						26.65		49.45						27.65		50.45						28.65		51.45

		Chowdhury,Ummay H		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/2/08										14.41		14.74		45.24						15.74		46.24						16.74		47.24						17.74		48.24						18.74		49.24						19.74		50.24						20.74		51.24

		Romano,Alison J.		Deputy Chief Investment Off		Deputy Chief Investment Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/5/09				YES		YES				11.74		12.07		45.18						13.07		46.18						14.07		47.18						15.07		48.18						16.07		49.18						17.07		50.18						18.07		51.18

		Nation Jr,Stanley Theodore		Mgr of Investment Analytics		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		10/16/17		YES		YES						2.99		3.32		45.15						4.32		46.15						5.32		47.15						6.32		48.15						7.32		49.15						8.32		50.15						9.32		51.15

		Bynum,Steven Shon		Dir of Information Security		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		7/16/18						YES				11.49		11.82		45.03						12.82		46.03						13.82		47.03						14.82		48.03						15.82		49.03						16.82		50.03						17.82		51.03

		Alonzo,Benjamin T.		Mgr of Accounting-FRS		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/28/10						YES				12.49		12.82		44.87						13.82		45.87						14.82		46.87						15.82		47.87						16.82		48.87						17.82		49.87						18.82		50.87

		Skelton,Kelly W		SOO-Financial Operations		Financial Operations		Edward Taylor		4/19/99						YES				21.24		21.57		44.79						22.57		45.79						23.57		46.79						24.57		47.79						25.57		48.79						26.57		49.79						27.57		50.79

		Heintz,Dustin Stewart		SPM-GE External Management		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/23/12		YES		YES		YES				8.24		8.57		44.79						9.57		45.79						10.57		46.79						11.57		47.79						12.57		48.79						13.57		49.79						14.57		50.79

		Davis,Terrance O.		Portfolio Manager II - SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/5/00		YES		YES						11.41		11.74		44.59						12.74		45.59						13.74		46.59						14.74		47.59						15.74		48.59						16.74		49.59						17.74		50.59

		Carter,Joel T		Portfolio Mgr. II-Trading		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/8/00		YES		YES						19.65		19.98		44.49						20.98		45.49						21.98		46.49						22.98		47.49						23.98		48.49						24.98		49.49						25.98		50.49

		Deas,Angela Lynn		Mgr-Asset Alloc & Invst Alytic		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		6/1/06				YES		YES				14.32		14.65		44.44						15.65		45.44						16.65		46.44						17.65		47.44						18.65		48.44						19.65		49.44						20.65		50.44

		Vice,Sharon A.		Sr Trust Administrator		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		12/19/05										14.82		15.15		44.41						16.15		45.41						17.15		46.41						18.15		47.41						19.15		48.41						20.15		49.41						21.15		50.41

		Lohne,Adam C		Mgr of Apps & Development		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/2/01						YES				18.49		18.82		44.22						19.82		45.22						20.82		46.22						21.82		47.22						22.82		48.22						23.82		49.22						24.82		50.22

		Kenton,Jennifer Mykel		Mgr of Public Mkt Compliance		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		1/8/96						YES				15.66		15.99		44.19						16.99		45.19						17.99		46.19						18.99		47.19						19.99		48.19						20.99		49.19						21.99		50.19

		Wood,Sara		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/21/17										15.07		15.40		43.84						16.40		44.84						17.40		45.84						18.40		46.84						19.40		47.84						20.40		48.84						21.40		49.84

		Anderson,Carrie L		Benefits Specialist		Human Resources		John Harrison		3/18/10										10.99		11.32		43.73						12.32		44.73						13.32		45.73						14.32		46.73						15.32		47.73						16.32		48.73						17.32		49.73

		Wells,James L.		SPM-GE Active and Passive		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		10/2/06		YES		YES		YES				13.99		14.32		43.35						15.32		44.35						16.32		45.35						17.32		46.35						18.32		47.35						19.32		48.35						20.32		49.35

		Porter,Amanda C		Senior Investment Analyst-RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		5/1/13		YES		YES						10.58		10.91		43.24						11.91		44.24						12.91		45.24						13.91		46.24						14.91		47.24						15.91		48.24						16.91		49.24

		Macilveen,Melissa A.		Financial Specialist		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		8/9/99										20.82		21.15		42.87						22.15		43.87						23.15		44.87						24.15		45.87						25.15		46.87						26.15		47.87						27.15		48.87

		Bradley,John		SIO-Private Equity		Private Equity		Ashbel Williams Jr.		11/21/00		YES		YES		YES				19.41		19.74		42.47						20.74		43.47						21.74		44.47						22.74		45.47						23.74		46.47						24.74		47.47						25.74		48.47

		Walker,Carolyn Margaret		Sr Financial Systems Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		11/18/02										18.99		19.32		42.41						20.32		43.41						21.32		44.41						22.32		45.41						23.32		46.41						24.32		47.41						25.32		48.41

		Hobbs,Brian		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/1/20										0.08		0.42		42.12						1.42		43.12						2.42		44.12						3.42		45.12						4.42		46.12						5.42		47.12						6.42		48.12

		Ramirez,Carolina R.		Mgr-Quant Investment Analysis		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		4/23/07						YES				13.49		13.82		42.08						14.82		43.08						15.82		44.08						16.82		45.08						17.82		46.08						18.82		47.08						19.82		48.08

		Hale,Carole Denise		Dir of Reporting & Analytics		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		9/14/99		YES		YES		YES				19.74		20.07		41.79						21.07		42.79						22.07		43.79						23.07		44.79						24.07		45.79						25.07		46.79						26.07		47.79

		Bradle,Wesley		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		2/6/14		YES		YES		YES				6.66		6.99		41.76						7.99		42.76						8.99		43.76						9.99		44.76						10.99		45.76						11.99		46.76						12.99		47.76

		Hayes,Melissa		Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		1/4/16										5.57		5.90		41.71						6.90		42.71						7.90		43.71						8.90		44.71						9.90		45.71						10.90		46.71						11.90		47.71

		Glisson,Kari		Vendor Management Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/27/15										5.49		5.82		41.63						6.82		42.63						7.82		43.63						8.82		44.63						9.82		45.63						10.82		46.63						11.82		47.63

		Bianco,Ruthie		Defined Contribution Spec		ODCP		Daniel Beard		9/19/16										16.08		16.41		41.60						17.41		42.60						18.41		43.60						19.41		44.60						20.41		45.60						21.41		46.60						22.41		47.60

		Whitfield,Shoana P.		Mgr of Investment Operat		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/1/11						YES				9.16		9.49		41.17						10.49		42.17						11.49		43.17						12.49		44.17						13.49		45.17						14.49		46.17						15.49		47.17

		Stevens,Elizabeth		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		11/19/18										14.24		14.57		41.15						15.57		42.15						16.57		43.15						17.57		44.15						18.57		45.15						19.57		46.15						20.57		47.15

		Branham,Mary Linzee		Dir-Legal & Risk Operations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		11/18/19						YES				6.32		6.65		40.96						7.65		41.96						8.65		42.96						9.65		43.96						10.65		44.96						11.65		45.96						12.65		46.96

		Purvis,Patricia		Senior Audit Analyst		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		5/14/18										3.82		4.15		40.95						5.15		41.95						6.15		42.95						7.15		43.95						8.15		44.95						9.15		45.95						10.15		46.95

		Fisher,Carmen Burns		Sr Vendor Management Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		6/27/00										18.32		18.65		40.88						19.65		41.88						20.65		42.88						21.65		43.88						22.65		44.88						23.65		45.88						24.65		46.88

		Griffith,Clark		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		8/4/14		YES		YES		YES				6.16		6.49		40.46						7.49		41.46						8.49		42.46						9.49		43.46						10.49		44.46						11.49		45.46						12.49		46.46

		Grauer,Jonathan		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/5/15										10.82		11.15		40.03						12.15		41.03						13.15		42.03						14.15		43.03						15.15		44.03						16.15		45.03						17.15		46.03

		Smith,Shameka		Senior Procurement Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		10/2/12										14.99		15.32		40.00						16.32		41.00						17.32		42.00						18.32		43.00						19.32		44.00						20.32		45.00						21.32		46.00

		Meyer,Joel		Mgr of Finl. Operations-FHCF		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		12/4/17						YES				9.16		9.49		39.54						10.49		40.54						11.49		41.54						12.49		42.54						13.49		43.54						14.49		44.54						15.49		45.54

		Huff,Cameron R.		Mgr of Fin Operat Control		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		2/6/12						YES				8.66		8.99		39.54						9.99		40.54						10.99		41.54						11.99		42.54						12.99		43.54						13.99		44.54						14.99		45.54

		Sewell,Richard		Technical Support Specialist		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/1/20										1.65		1.98		39.14						2.98		40.14						3.98		41.14						4.98		42.14						5.98		43.14						6.98		44.14						7.98		45.14

		Gunn,Georgia		Sr Invest Performance Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		5/14/18										1.58		1.91		38.99						2.91		39.99						3.91		40.99						4.91		41.99						5.91		42.99						6.91		43.99						7.91		44.99

		Stephens,Ashley		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		7/9/14										8.91		9.24		38.89						10.24		39.89						11.24		40.89						12.24		41.89						13.24		42.89						14.24		43.89						15.24		44.89

		Nottingham,Alexander C.		Trust Administrator		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/3/07										11.16		11.49		38.78						12.49		39.78						13.49		40.78						14.49		41.78						15.49		42.78						16.49		43.78						17.49		44.78

		Brown,Meghan Reilly		SPM-Active Mgmt & Contracts		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		6/15/15		YES		YES		YES				5.32		5.65		38.72						6.65		39.72						7.65		40.72						8.65		41.72						9.65		42.72						10.65		43.72						11.65		44.72

		Copeland,Anthony J.		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		7/1/09										10.07		10.40		38.59						11.40		39.59						12.40		40.59						13.40		41.59						14.40		42.59						15.40		43.59						16.40		44.59

		Chaisson,Stephanie		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		3/6/17										7.66		7.99		38.49						8.99		39.49						9.99		40.49						10.99		41.49						11.99		42.49						12.99		43.49						13.99		44.49

		Mayhann,Kimberly Elizabeth		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/9/17										8.16		8.49		38.23						9.49		39.23						10.49		40.23						11.49		41.23						12.49		42.23						13.49		43.23						14.49		44.23

		Chesser,Julia		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/4/18										7.07		7.40		37.98						8.40		38.98						9.40		39.98						10.40		40.98						11.40		41.98						12.40		42.98						13.40		43.98

		McGilvray,Gwendolyn Pacubas		Mgr of Accounting Control		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/1/10						YES				14.24		14.57		37.79						15.57		38.79						16.57		39.79						17.57		40.79						18.57		41.79						19.57		42.79						20.57		43.79

		Carrasquillo,Melissa		Financial Ops Control Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		9/17/18										7.32		7.65		37.42						8.65		38.42						9.65		39.42						10.65		40.42						11.65		41.42						12.65		42.42						13.65		43.42

		Goeke,Erin		Administrative Assistant		Private Equity		John Bradley		12/3/18		YES								1.82		2.15		36.76						3.15		37.76						4.15		38.76						5.15		39.76						6.15		40.76						7.15		41.76						8.15		42.76

		Adkins,Katherine W.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/29/16										13.41		13.74		36.34						14.74		37.34						15.74		38.34						16.74		39.34						17.74		40.34						18.74		41.34						19.74		42.34

		Sutton,Elainamae J.		Contract Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		2/4/13										7.99		8.32		36.15						9.32		37.15						10.32		38.15						11.32		39.15						12.32		40.15						13.32		41.15						14.32		42.15

		Tucker,Luke		Portfolio Manager-GE Ex Ovsght		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		8/20/18		YES		YES						2.16		2.49		35.96						3.49		36.96						4.49		37.96						5.49		38.96						6.49		39.96						7.49		40.96						8.49		41.96

		Wessling,Todd A.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		2/1/11										9.66		9.99		35.95						10.99		36.95						11.99		37.95						12.99		38.95						13.99		39.95						14.99		40.95						15.99		41.95

		Reeves,Ryan Benjamin		Portfolio Mgr-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		11/1/11		YES		YES						8.91		9.24		35.87						10.24		36.87						11.24		37.87						12.24		38.87						13.24		39.87						14.24		40.87						15.24		41.87

		Smith,Devin H		Sr Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		6/6/11		YES								12.41		12.74		35.64						13.74		36.64						14.74		37.64						15.74		38.64						16.74		39.64						17.74		40.64						18.74		41.64

		Ortego,Gregory		Senior Compensation Analyst		Human Resources		John Harrison		6/5/17										4.32		4.65		35.43						5.65		36.43						6.65		37.43						7.65		38.43						8.65		39.43						9.65		40.43						10.65		41.43

		White,John Cole		Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/18/17										6.07		6.40		35.34						7.40		36.34						8.40		37.34						9.40		38.34						10.40		39.34						11.40		40.34						12.40		41.34

		Kirk,Whitney		Administrative Assistant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		11/6/17		YES								6.07		6.40		35.27						7.40		36.27						8.40		37.27						9.40		38.27						10.40		39.27						11.40		40.27						12.40		41.27

		Jessup,Justin		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/9/17										3.74		4.07		34.96						5.07		35.96						6.07		36.96						7.07		37.96						8.07		38.96						9.07		39.96						10.07		40.96

		Laine,Melissa Ann		Business Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/15/19										10.91		11.24		34.48						12.24		35.48						13.24		36.48						14.24		37.48						15.24		38.48						16.24		39.48						17.24		40.48

		Staverosky,Brian Thomas		Portfolio Manager - GE		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		2/5/14		YES		YES						6.66		6.99		34.40						7.99		35.40						8.99		36.40						9.99		37.40						10.99		38.40						11.99		39.40						12.99		40.40

		Brou,Natalie		Recruiter		Human Resources		John Harrison		8/20/18										4.99		5.32		33.85						6.32		34.85						7.32		35.85						8.32		36.85						9.32		37.85						10.32		38.85						11.32		39.85

		Yeatman,Jonathan E.		Portfolio Mgr. II-Quantitative		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/10/10		YES		YES						8.99		9.32		33.75						10.32		34.75						11.32		35.75						12.32		36.75						13.32		37.75						14.32		38.75						15.32		39.75

		Gold,Daniel Rubio		Assistant Portfolio Manager-GE		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		2/1/13		YES		YES						7.66		7.99		33.12						8.99		34.12						9.99		35.12						10.99		36.12						11.99		37.12						12.99		38.12						13.99		39.12

		Scott,Elizabeth M.		Mgr of Internal Audit		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		9/20/10						YES				10.07		10.40		33.07						11.40		34.07						12.40		35.07						13.40		36.07						14.40		37.07						15.40		38.07						16.40		39.07

		Cordero,Alejandro Carlos		Financial Ops Ctl Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		12/12/16										8.74		9.07		32.74						10.07		33.74						11.07		34.74						12.07		35.74						13.07		36.74						14.07		37.74						15.07		38.74

		Underwood,Richard		Sr Quantitative Data Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/29/19										8.32		8.65		32.63						9.65		33.63						10.65		34.63						11.65		35.63						12.65		36.63						13.65		37.63						14.65		38.63

		Howard,Brock		Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		5/6/19		YES		YES						1.41		1.74		31.72						2.74		32.72						3.74		33.72						4.74		34.72						5.74		35.72						6.74		36.72						7.74		37.72

		Yeatman,Marissa		Administrative Assistant		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		12/1/15										4.82		5.15		31.67						6.15		32.67						7.15		33.67						8.15		34.67						9.15		35.67						10.15		36.67						11.15		37.67

		Cook,Erica D.		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/18/07										5.99		6.32		31.62						7.32		32.62						8.32		33.62						9.32		34.62						10.32		35.62						11.32		36.62						12.32		37.62

		White,Emily S.		Technical Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/27/08										9.49		9.82		31.33						10.82		32.33						11.82		33.33						12.82		34.33						13.82		35.33						14.82		36.33						15.82		37.33

		Smithson,Jeffrey Lee		Portfolio Manager- GE Quant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		1/9/17		YES		YES						6.74		7.07		31.13						8.07		32.13						9.07		33.13						10.07		34.13						11.07		35.13						12.07		36.13						13.07		37.13

		Lu,Yingrong		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/29/16										4.16		4.49		30.71						5.49		31.71						6.49		32.71						7.49		33.71						8.49		34.71						9.49		35.71						10.49		36.71

		Hill,Lauren Katelyn		Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/10/13										7.49		7.82		30.50						8.82		31.50						9.82		32.50						10.82		33.50						11.82		34.50						12.82		35.50						13.82		36.50

		Ware,Jordan Lynn		Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		11/15/12										7.91		8.24		30.31						9.24		31.31						10.24		32.31						11.24		33.31						12.24		34.31						13.24		35.31						14.24		36.31

		Kane,Samantha Lyn		Assistant Trader		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		4/26/12		YES		YES						7.41		7.74		29.92						8.74		30.92						9.74		31.92						10.74		32.92						11.74		33.92						12.74		34.92						13.74		35.92

		Groves,John Thomas		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		7/15/13										7.24		7.57		29.62						8.57		30.62						9.57		31.62						10.57		32.62						11.57		33.62						12.57		34.62						13.57		35.62

		Chouloute,Treyvon J		Desktop Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/17/18										2.24		2.57		29.11						3.57		30.11						4.57		31.11						5.57		32.11						6.57		33.11						7.57		34.11						8.57		35.11

		George,Nathan Westman		Financial Ops Ctl Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/29/16										4.15		4.48		29.07						5.48		30.07						6.48		31.07						7.48		32.07						8.48		33.07						9.48		34.07						10.48		35.07

		Zhang,Kaiyue		Senior Audit Data Analyst		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		4/15/19										1.49		1.82		27.69						2.82		28.69						3.82		29.69						4.82		30.69						5.82		31.69						6.82		32.69						7.82		33.69

		Noblin,Rachel		Investment Operations Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		11/5/18										1.91		2.24		27.38						3.24		28.38						4.24		29.38						5.24		30.38						6.24		31.38						7.24		32.38						8.24		33.38

		Graham,Jeffrey		Operations Specialist		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/15/18										1.99		2.32		26.11						3.32		27.11						4.32		28.11						5.32		29.11						6.32		30.11						7.32		31.11						8.32		32.11

		Hinz,Heidi		Operations Support Specialist		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		10/7/19										0.99		1.32		26.05						2.32		27.05						3.32		28.05						4.32		29.05						5.32		30.05						6.32		31.05						7.32		32.05

		Crown,Eric		Quantitative Analyst		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		12/2/19		YES		YES						0.82		1.15		25.37						2.15		26.37						3.15		27.37						4.15		28.37						5.15		29.37						6.15		30.37						7.15		31.37

		Cannon,Nhan-Jael		Human Resources Assistant		Human Resources		John Harrison		11/13/18										0.41		0.74		24.04						1.74		25.04						2.74		26.04						3.74		27.04						4.74		28.04						5.74		29.04						6.74		30.04

		Hamilton,Mira		Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		6/18/18		YES								1.41		1.74		23.84						2.74		24.84						3.74		25.84						4.74		26.84						5.74		27.84						6.74		28.84						7.74		29.84

		O'Connor,Hayden		Operation Due Diligence Anlst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/8/19										0.32		0.65		22.61						1.65		23.61						2.65		24.61						3.65		25.61						4.65		26.61						5.65		27.61						6.65		28.61
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Sheet3



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

				December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments

		Total Employees		193		182		135		127		58		55

		Employees as % of Total Employees		-		-		70%		70%		30%		30%

		SBA Compa-Ratio
(Total Salaries ÷ Total Midpoints)		94%		94%		98%		98%		90%		89%



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

				December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments

		Aggregate Rate Increase		$734,384		$820,393		$467,413		$509,856		$266,971		$310,537

		Median Base Pay Increase		$4,001		$4,165		$3,550		$3,702		$5,768		$4,812

		Average Base Pay Increase		$4,800		$4,508		$4,328		$4,015		$5,933		$5,646

		Median % of Base Pay Increase		5.0%		4.7%		5.5%		5.0%		4.2%		4.1%

		Average % of Base Pay Increase		5.1%		4.8%		5.6%		5.1%		4.1%		4.1%



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

		% of Increase		# of Employees		% of Employees		# of Employees		% of Employees		# of Employees		% of Employees

		0% - 3%		18		9.9%		12		9.4%		6		10.9%		0

		3.1% - 6%		141		77.5%		95		74.8%		46		83.6%		0

		6.1% - 10%		19		10.4%		16		12.6%		3		5.5%		0

		Greater than 10%		4		2.2%		4		3.1%		0		0.0%		0

				182				127				55
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The table above reflects adjustments to SBA employees only and excludes position reclassifications and the ED/CIO adjustment.

% of Increase # of Employees % of Employees # of Employees % of Employees # of Employees % of Employees
0% - 3% 18 9.9% 12 9.4% 6 10.9%
3.1% - 6% 141 77.5% 95 74.8% 46 83.6%
6.1% - 10% 19 10.4% 16 12.6% 3 5.5%
Greater than 10% 4 2.2% 4 3.1% 0 0.0%

All SBA Employees Non-Incentive Eligible Incentive Eligible
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		Enter As Of Date: = 2020-09-01		 251																		12/31/20								12/31/21								12/31/22								12/31/23								12/31/24								12/31/25								12/31/26

		Name		Title		Department		Executive Service Manager/Director		Start Date		Asset Class		Incentive Eligible		Supervisor/Manager & Above		Retirement Eligible Year		Years as of 09/01/2020		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?		Years of Service		Age		Retirment Eligibility		Eligible to Enter DROP?

		Meyer,Craig Arthur		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		9/3/13								2020		9.57		9.90		72.94		Years of Service & Age		NO		10.90		73.94						11.90		74.94						12.90		75.94						13.90		76.94						14.90		77.94						15.90		78.94

		Tabb,Stephen Lloyd		Dir of Investment Management		ODCP		Daniel Beard		10/1/02				YES		YES		2020		17.99		18.32		70.78		Years of Service & Age		NO		19.32		71.78						20.32		72.78						21.32		73.78						22.32		74.78						23.32		75.78						24.32		76.78

		Perez,Kent J		Deputy Executive Dir		Deputy Executive Dir Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		6/29/17				YES		YES		2020		37.25		37.58		68.62		Years of Service & Age		NO		38.58		69.62						39.58		70.62						40.58		71.62						41.58		72.62						42.58		73.62						43.58		74.62

		Bert,Anne T.		Chief Operating Officer - FHCF		CAT Fund		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/25/99						YES		2020		10.41		10.74		67.91		Years of Service & Age		NO		11.74		68.91						12.74		69.91						13.74		70.91						14.74		71.91						15.74		72.91						16.74		73.91

		Joanos,Janice S		Sr Administrative Assistant		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		8/15/01								2020		11.82		12.15		67.30		Years of Service & Age		NO		13.15		68.30						14.15		69.30						15.15		70.30						16.15		71.30						17.15		72.30						18.15		73.30

		Smith,Ruth A.		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		3/2/09								2020		22.15		22.48		66.32		Years of Service & Age		NO		23.48		67.32						24.48		68.32						25.48		69.32						26.48		70.32						27.48		71.32						28.48		72.32

		Sampson,Nancy		Dir of Information Technology		Information Technology		Edward Taylor		12/1/17						YES		2020		16.16		16.49		65.76		Years of Service & Age		NO		17.49		66.76						18.49		67.76						19.49		68.76						20.49		69.76						21.49		70.76						22.49		71.76

		Good,Luanne		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		5/19/86		YES		YES		YES		2020		34.41		34.74		64.65		Years of Service & Age		NO		35.74		65.65						36.74		66.65						37.74		67.65						38.74		68.65						39.74		69.65						40.74		70.65

		Hovey,James Kennedy		Portfolio Mgr II-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		7/13/09		YES		YES				2020		11.24		11.57		64.62		Years of Service & Age		NO		12.57		65.62						13.57		66.62						14.57		67.62						15.57		68.62						16.57		69.62						17.57		70.62

		Copeland,Robert T		SOO-Acctng & Admin Services		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Edward Taylor		1/15/88						YES		2020		33.49		33.82		64.53		Years of Service & Age		NO		34.82		65.53						35.82		66.53						36.82		67.53						37.82		68.53						38.82		69.53						39.82		70.53

		Chambers,Kenneth Alan		Inspector General		Inspector General		Ashbel Williams Jr.		2/13/12						YES		2020		0.16		0.49		63.49		Retired		NO		1.49		64.49						2.49		65.49						3.49		66.49						4.49		67.49						5.49		68.49						6.49		69.49

		McGriff,Carolyn		Mgr-Enterprise Risk & Control		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/13/16						YES		2020		30.67		31.00		62.61		DROP		DROP		32.00		63.61						33.00		64.61						34.00		65.61						35.00		66.61						36.00		67.61						37.00		68.61

		Smith,Jeffrey L		Portfolio Manager II-Ext RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		3/14/94		YES		YES				2020		26.16		26.49		62.45		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.49		63.45						28.49		64.45						29.49		65.45						30.49		66.45						31.49		67.45						32.49		68.45

		Benton,John G		Sr Investment Policy Officer		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		Ashbel Williams Jr.		10/5/00				YES		YES		2020		34.07		34.40		61.02		Years of Service		NO		35.40		62.02						36.40		63.02						37.40		64.02						38.40		65.02						39.40		66.02						40.40		67.02

		Senn,Donna		Mgr of Accounting		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		5/16/88						YES		2020		33.16		33.49		57.72		Years of Service		NO		34.49		58.72						35.49		59.72						36.49		60.72						37.49		61.72						38.49		62.72						39.49		63.72

		Kelleher,Walter		Dir of Educational Svcs		ODCP		Daniel Beard		8/1/00						YES		2020		31.66		31.99		55.66		Years of Service		NO		32.99		56.66						33.99		57.66						34.99		58.66						35.99		59.66						36.99		60.66						37.99		61.66

		Buckley,Kimberly		Senior RE Research Analyst		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		7/31/98		YES		YES				2020		29.99		30.32		55.35		Years of Service		NO		31.32		56.35						32.32		57.35						33.32		58.35						34.32		59.35						35.32		60.35						36.32		61.35

		Saunders,Lora		Technical Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/13/93								2020		33.66		33.99		53.53		Years of Service		NO		34.99		54.53						35.99		55.53						36.99		56.53						37.99		57.53						38.99		58.53						39.99		59.53

		Smith,Richard		Sr. Portfolio Mgr-Short Term		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		12/13/99		YES		YES		YES		2020		30.32		30.65		53.22		Years of Service		YES		31.65		54.22						32.65		55.22						33.65		56.22						34.65		57.22						35.65		58.22						36.65		59.22

		Harrison,John Randy		SOO - Human Resources		Human Resources		Edward Taylor		12/9/13						YES		2021		6.82		7.15		65.30						8.15		66.30		Years of Service & Age		NO		9.15		67.30						10.15		68.30						11.15		69.30						12.15		70.30						13.15		71.30

		Neustadter,Daniel		Network Workstation Sup Anlyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/11/01								2021		25.32		25.65		61.67						26.65		62.67		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.65		63.67						28.65		64.67						29.65		65.67						30.65		66.67						31.65		67.67

		Das,Subhasis		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/3/02		YES		YES		YES		2021		29.49		29.82		61.16						30.82		62.16		Years of Service & Age		YES		31.82		63.16						32.82		64.16						33.82		65.16						34.82		66.16						35.82		67.16

		Spook,Stephen A		Sr Invstmt Off-Real Estate		Real Estate		Ashbel Williams Jr.		8/24/98		YES		YES		YES		2021		22.16		22.49		61.03						23.49		62.03		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.49		63.03						25.49		64.03						26.49		65.03						27.49		66.03						28.49		67.03

		Verma,Loveleen		Mgr of Internal Audit-IT		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		10/19/04						YES		2021		23.16		23.49		61.02						24.49		62.02		Years of Service & Age		YES		25.49		63.02						26.49		64.02						27.49		65.02						28.49		66.02						29.49		67.02

		Pollock,William E		Mgr of Network Services		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/25/02						YES		2021		29.41		29.74		59.44						30.74		60.44		Years of Service		YES		31.74		61.44						32.74		62.44						33.74		63.44						34.74		64.44						35.74		65.44

		Koren,Deborah S		Sr Financial Systems Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		5/7/01								2021		29.57		29.90		57.40						30.90		58.40		Years of Service		YES		31.90		59.40						32.90		60.40						33.90		61.40						34.90		62.40						35.90		63.40

		Glogau,Karen		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		3/20/90								2021		29.58		29.91		54.84						30.91		55.84		Years of Service		YES		31.91		56.84						32.91		57.84						33.91		58.84						34.91		59.84						35.91		60.84

		Willis,Nina T.		Dir of Investment Operations		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/25/93						YES		2021		29.16		29.49		53.80						30.49		54.80		Years of Service		YES		31.49		55.80						32.49		56.80						33.49		57.80						34.49		58.80						35.49		59.80

		Wilson,Gina T		Sr Director-Ops & Examinations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		10/8/96						YES		2021		29.24		29.57		53.12						30.57		54.12		Years of Service		YES		31.57		55.12						32.57		56.12						33.57		57.12						34.57		58.12						35.57		59.12

		Frost,Laura J.		Senior Investment Analyst-RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		12/5/05		YES		YES				2022		27.58		27.91		60.74						28.91		61.74						29.91		62.74		Years of Service & Age		YES		30.91		63.74						31.91		64.74						32.91		65.74						33.91		66.74

		Sirmons,Donna		Mgr of Modeling Program		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		9/25/00						YES		2022		20.07		20.40		60.22						21.40		61.22						22.40		62.22		Years of Service & Age		YES		23.40		63.22						24.40		64.22						25.40		65.22						26.40		66.22

		Williams,Jennifer		Mgr of Procurement & Contracts		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		4/6/98						YES		2023		22.49		22.82		59.62						23.82		60.62						24.82		61.62						25.82		62.62		Years of Service & Age		YES		26.82		63.62						27.82		64.62						28.82		65.62

		Wasson,Deanna L.		Mgr-Enterprise Risk & Control		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/12/06						YES		2023		14.32		14.65		59.13						15.65		60.13						16.65		61.13						17.65		62.13		Years of Service & Age		YES		18.65		63.13						19.65		64.13						20.65		65.13

		Gray,Lynne		SPM-Principal Investments		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		9/27/93		YES		YES		YES		2023		27.07		27.40		53.36						28.40		54.36						29.40		55.36						30.40		56.36		Years of Service		YES		31.40		57.36						32.40		58.36						33.40		59.36

		Barber,Scotty		Senior Applications Programmer		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/1/93								2023		27.66		27.99		52.96						28.99		53.96						29.99		54.96						30.99		55.96		Years of Service		YES		31.99		56.96						32.99		57.96						33.99		58.96

		Taylor,Timothy		Sr Invstmt Off-Global Equity		Global Equity		Ashbel Williams Jr.		3/22/99		YES		YES		YES		2023		26.74		27.07		52.46						28.07		53.46						29.07		54.46						30.07		55.46		Years of Service		YES		31.07		56.46						32.07		57.46						33.07		58.46

		Domondon,Ernest		Financial Systems Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		3/1/13								2023		26.74		27.07		50.47						28.07		51.47						29.07		52.47						30.07		53.47		Years of Service		YES		31.07		54.47						32.07		55.47						33.07		56.47

		Zody,Jane		Mgr of Financial Systems		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/23/93						YES		2023		27.16		27.49		50.11						28.49		51.11						29.49		52.11						30.49		53.11		Years of Service		YES		31.49		54.11						32.49		55.11						33.49		56.11

		Barrett,Jennifer		Senior Compliance Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/1/97								2023		26.91		27.24		48.52						28.24		49.52						29.24		50.52						30.24		51.52		Years of Service		YES		31.24		52.52						32.24		53.52						33.24		54.52

		Morea,Cynthia Nicole		Fiscal Analyst		ODCP		Daniel Beard		5/3/93								2023		27.39		27.72		48.40						28.72		49.40						29.72		50.40						30.72		51.40		Years of Service		YES		31.72		52.40						32.72		53.40						33.72		54.40

		Dixon,Belinda P.		Dir-Operational Due Diligence		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		5/15/09						YES		2024		17.08		17.41		58.70						18.41		59.70						19.41		60.70						20.41		61.70						21.41		62.70		Years of Service & Age		YES		22.41		63.70						23.41		64.70

		Wojciechowski,Kathryn A.		Sr Invstmt Off-Fixed Income		Fixed Income		Ashbel Williams Jr.		9/21/09		YES		YES		YES		2024		11.07		11.40		58.34						12.40		59.34						13.40		60.34						14.40		61.34						15.40		62.34		Years of Service & Age		YES		16.40		63.34						17.40		64.34

		Melton,Dorothy		Mgr of Human Resources		Human Resources		John Harrison		4/1/94						YES		2024		26.49		26.82		58.27						27.82		59.27						28.82		60.27						29.82		61.27						30.82		62.27		Years of Service & Age		YES		31.82		63.27						32.82		64.27

		Sweet,Nathan D.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		5/1/09								2024		11.41		11.74		58.27						12.74		59.27						13.74		60.27						14.74		61.27						15.74		62.27		Years of Service & Age		YES		16.74		63.27						17.74		64.27

		Bass,Jennifer J.		Manager of Budget		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/8/11						YES		2024		19.32		19.65		58.23						20.65		59.23						21.65		60.23						22.65		61.23						23.65		62.23		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.65		63.23						25.65		64.23

		Sherlock III,Raymond Dominic		SPM-Asset Alloc & Invst Alytic		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		12/1/00				YES		YES		2024		19.82		20.15		58.00						21.15		59.00						22.15		60.00						23.15		61.00						24.15		62.00		Years of Service & Age		YES		25.15		63.00						26.15		64.00

		Dervish,Bridget		Mgr-Operational Due Diligence		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/16/12						YES		2024		26.07		26.40		49.75						27.40		50.75						28.40		51.75						29.40		52.75						30.40		53.75		Years of Service		YES		31.40		54.75						32.40		55.75

		Matthews Chandler,Karen		Dir of Enterprise Risk Mgmt		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		2/14/94						YES		2024		26.24		26.57		49.32						27.57		50.32						28.57		51.32						29.57		52.32						30.57		53.32		Years of Service		YES		31.57		54.32						32.57		55.32

		Stauffer,Jeffery		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		11/19/18		YES		YES				2025		3.57		3.90		61.83						4.90		62.83						5.90		63.83						6.90		64.83						7.90		65.83						8.90		66.83		Years of Service & Age		NO		9.90		67.83

		Bullock,Annette T		Administrative Assistant		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		9/21/15								2025		5.07		5.40		60.02						6.40		61.02						7.40		62.02						8.40		63.02						9.40		64.02						10.40		65.02		Years of Service & Age		YES		11.40		66.02

		Wnuk III,Joseph John		Sr Portfolio Mgr-Global Equity		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		9/1/99		YES		YES		YES		2025		21.07		21.40		57.90						22.40		58.90						23.40		59.90						24.40		60.90						25.40		61.90						26.40		62.90		Years of Service & Age		YES		27.40		63.90

		Parramore,Suzette M.		Sr Travel Services Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		8/24/04								2025		18.32		18.65		57.49						19.65		58.49						20.65		59.49						21.65		60.49						22.65		61.49						23.65		62.49		Years of Service & Age		YES		24.65		63.49

		Bowers,Nell N.		Paralegal		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		2/22/10								2025		11.57		11.90		57.48						12.90		58.48						13.90		59.48						14.90		60.48						15.90		61.48						16.90		62.48		Years of Service & Age		YES		17.90		63.48

		Beard,Daniel E.		Chief of DC Programs		ODCP		Ashbel Williams Jr.		8/11/06				YES		YES		2025		25.32		25.65		52.10						26.65		53.10						27.65		54.10						28.65		55.10						29.65		56.10						30.65		57.10		Years of Service		YES		31.65		58.10

		McEwen Jr,Lucius E		Mgr of Support & Office Svcs		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/27/03						YES		2025		24.98		25.31		49.45						26.31		50.45						27.31		51.45						28.31		52.45						29.31		53.45						30.31		54.45		Years of Service		YES		31.31		55.45

		McCranie,Deborah		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		11/3/97								2025		25.41		25.74		48.64						26.74		49.64						27.74		50.64						28.74		51.64						29.74		52.64						30.74		53.64		Years of Service		YES		31.74		54.64

		McCallister,James		Operations Clerk		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/19/91								2025		25.16		25.49		48.27						26.49		49.27						27.49		50.27						28.49		51.27						29.49		52.27						30.49		53.27		Years of Service		YES		31.49		54.27

		Watson,Mini		Director of Administration		ODCP		Daniel Beard		10/6/14						YES		2025		24.74		25.07		44.84						26.07		45.84						27.07		46.84						28.07		47.84						29.07		48.84						30.07		49.84		Years of Service		YES		31.07		50.84

		Hough,Selina S		Sr Accounting Analyst		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		9/25/00								2026		20.07		20.40		56.74						21.40		57.74						22.40		58.74						23.40		59.74						24.40		60.74						25.40		61.74						26.40		62.74		Years of Service & Age		YES

		Brenneis,John Edward		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		9/14/11								2026		13.65		13.98		56.08						14.98		57.08						15.98		58.08						16.98		59.08						17.98		60.08						18.98		61.08						19.98		62.08		Years of Service & Age		YES

		Williams,Tiffany		Administrative Assistant		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		3/11/96		YES						2026		24.07		24.40		47.15						25.40		48.15						26.40		49.15						27.40		50.15						28.40		51.15						29.40		52.15						30.40		53.15		Years of Service		YES

		Noda,Pamela		Sr Administrative Assistant		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		6/1/98								DROP-2020		21.01		21.34		67.07		DROP		DROP		22.34		68.07						23.34		69.07						24.34		70.07						25.34		71.07						26.34		72.07						27.34		73.07

		Ceurvorst,Kevin A		SPM - Investment Grade Credit		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		2/10/03		YES		YES		YES		DROP-2021		13.92		14.25		66.70						15.25		67.70		DROP		DROP		16.25		68.70						17.25		69.70						18.25		70.70						19.25		71.70						20.25		72.70

		Williams Jr.,Ashbel C		Executive Director & CIO		Executive Director		N/A		12/2/91				YES		YES		DROP-2021		26.83		27.16		66.22						28.16		67.22		DROP		DROP		29.16		68.22						30.16		69.22						31.16		70.22						32.16		71.22						33.16		72.22

		Worley,Ramona A		Budget Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		2/1/95								DROP-2021		31.00		31.33		63.17						32.33		64.17		DROP		DROP		33.33		65.17						34.33		66.17						35.33		67.17						36.33		68.17						37.33		69.17

		Cheshire,Lisa		Sr Administrative Assistant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/1/84		YES						DROP-2021		30.67		31.00		55.24						32.00		56.24		DROP		DROP		33.00		57.24						34.00		58.24						35.00		59.24						36.00		60.24						37.00		61.24

		Szypula,Stephen J.		Dir of Examinations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		6/13/11						YES		DROP-2022		30.67		31.00		55.09						32.00		56.09						33.00		57.09		DROP		DROP		34.00		58.09						35.00		59.09						36.00		60.09						37.00		61.09

		Koren,Douglas		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		11/7/94								DROP-2023		31.00		31.33		60.98						32.33		61.98						33.33		62.98						34.33		63.98		DROP		DROP		35.33		64.98						36.33		65.98						37.33		66.98

		Bunker,Charles		Senior Project Manager		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		11/7/88								DROP-2023		31.59		31.92		60.73						32.92		61.73						33.92		62.73						34.92		63.73		DROP		DROP		35.92		64.73						36.92		65.73						37.92		66.73

		Knight,Janie		Mgr of Trust Services		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/28/85						YES		DROP-2023		34.16		34.49		59.28						35.49		60.28						36.49		61.28						37.49		62.28		DROP		DROP		38.49		63.28						39.49		64.28						40.49		65.28

		Smith,Sheilah R		Dir-Policy Admin & Reg Compl		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		11/15/84						YES		DROP-2024		35.01		35.34		58.82						36.34		59.82						37.34		60.82						38.34		61.82						39.34		62.82		DROP		DROP		40.34		63.82						41.34		64.82

		Collins,Lisa		Mgr of Public Mkt Compliance		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/22/87						YES		DROP-2024		32.47		32.80		54.54						33.80		55.54						34.80		56.54						35.80		57.54						36.80		58.54		DROP		DROP		37.80		59.54						38.80		60.54

		Dillenschneider,Kim		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/17/14								DROP-2024		30.84		31.17		54.04						32.17		55.04						33.17		56.04						34.17		57.04						35.17		58.04		DROP		DROP		36.17		59.04						37.17		60.04

		Cook,Jacqulyn M		Asst Portfolio Mgr-FI		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		9/12/94		YES		YES				DROP-2025		30.49		30.82		61.81						31.82		62.81						32.82		63.81						33.82		64.81						34.82		65.81						35.82		66.81		DROP		DROP		36.82		67.81

		Henderson,Cynthia		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/26/85								DROP-2025		30.50		30.83		58.47						31.83		59.47						32.83		60.47						33.83		61.47						34.83		62.47						35.83		63.47		DROP		DROP		36.83		64.47

		Moore,James		Operations Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		5/5/97								DROP-2025		35.00		35.33		57.44						36.33		58.44						37.33		59.44						38.33		60.44						39.33		61.44						40.33		62.44		DROP		DROP		41.33		63.44

		Phillips,Kimberly		Sr Investment Ops Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		2/13/90								DROP-2025		30.67		31.00		53.09						32.00		54.09						33.00		55.09						34.00		56.09						35.00		57.09						36.00		58.09		DROP		DROP		37.00		59.09

		Fabian,Barbara		Senior SharePoint Developer		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/3/19										1.32		1.65		66.46						2.65		67.46						3.65		68.46						4.65		69.46						5.65		70.46						6.65		71.46						7.65		72.46

		Park,EungKyu		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/3/20										0.08		0.42		62.28						1.42		63.28						2.42		64.28						3.42		65.28						4.42		66.28						5.42		67.28						6.42		68.28

		Dearduff,Linda Dianne		Administrative Assistant-FHCF		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		6/17/19										2.24		2.57		61.79						3.57		62.79						4.57		63.79						5.57		64.79						6.57		65.79						7.57		66.79						8.57		67.79

		Fogliano,Michael Carl		SPM-Ext. Managed RE Portfolio		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/22/15		YES		YES		YES				5.32		5.65		57.08						6.65		58.08						7.65		59.08						8.65		60.08						9.65		61.08						10.65		62.08						11.65		63.08

		Khan,Shoaib		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/1/17		YES		YES		YES				6.65		6.98		56.63						7.98		57.63						8.98		58.63						9.98		59.63						10.98		60.63						11.98		61.63						12.98		62.63

		Hansard,Pamela		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/1/20										0.08		0.42		55.92						1.42		56.92						2.42		57.92						3.42		58.92						4.42		59.92						5.42		60.92						6.42		61.92

		Walker,Amy P		Executive Assistant		Executive Director		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/9/17										23.65		23.98		55.29						24.98		56.29						25.98		57.29						26.98		58.29						27.98		59.29						28.98		60.29						29.98		61.29

		Foisy,Kelly A.		Mgr - Derivative & Invest. Ops		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		5/1/08						YES				12.41		12.74		54.77						13.74		55.77						14.74		56.77						15.74		57.77						16.74		58.77						17.74		59.77						18.74		60.77

		Jeffries,Cherie E.B.		Dir of FI Trading		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		10/1/12		YES		YES		YES				17.24		17.57		54.12						18.57		55.12						19.57		56.12						20.57		57.12						21.57		58.12						22.57		59.12						23.57		60.12

		Raymaker,Mindy K.		Chief Risk & Compliance Off		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Ashbel Williams Jr.		5/2/11						YES				21.50		21.83		54.01						22.83		55.01						23.83		56.01						24.83		57.01						25.83		58.01						26.83		59.01						27.83		60.01

		Wellman,James Thomas		Records & Information Manager		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		7/29/13						YES				7.24		7.57		53.85						8.57		54.85						9.57		55.85						10.57		56.85						11.57		57.85						12.57		58.85						13.57		59.85

		Campbell,Keith		Sr Info Security Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		9/17/18										14.90		15.23		53.79						16.23		54.79						17.23		55.79						18.23		56.79						19.23		57.79						20.23		58.79						21.23		59.79

		Stirner,Kimberly		Chief Audit Executive		Internal Audit		Ashbel Williams Jr.		5/5/14						YES				14.24		14.57		53.78						15.57		54.78						16.57		55.78						17.57		56.78						18.57		57.78						19.57		58.78						20.57		59.78

		Awojobi,Olusoji		Sr Audit Analyst-IT		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		8/19/19										1.82		2.15		53.46						3.15		54.46						4.15		55.46						5.15		56.46						6.15		57.46						7.15		58.46						8.15		59.46

		LaRue,Maria		Paralegal		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		1/7/19										3.57		3.90		53.16						4.90		54.16						5.90		55.16						6.90		56.16						7.90		57.16						8.90		58.16						9.90		59.16

		Webster,Trenton T		SIO-Strategic Investments		Strategic Investments		Ashbel Williams Jr.		7/1/97		YES		YES		YES				23.24		23.57		52.70						24.57		53.70						25.57		54.70						26.57		55.70						27.57		56.70						28.57		57.70						29.57		58.70

		Haynes,Thomas		Portfolio Mgr II-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		12/7/15		YES		YES						4.82		5.15		52.39						6.15		53.39						7.15		54.39						8.15		55.39						9.15		56.39						10.15		57.39						11.15		58.39

		McCullough,Scott Allen		Portfolio Mgr-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		10/17/16		YES		YES						3.99		4.32		51.39						5.32		52.39						6.32		53.39						7.32		54.39						8.32		55.39						9.32		56.39						10.32		57.39

		Groom II,Paul W		Deputy General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		7/2/09						YES				11.24		11.57		51.34						12.57		52.34						13.57		53.34						14.57		54.34						15.57		55.34						16.57		56.34						17.57		57.34

		Reams,Lucy		Assistant Portfolio Manager-PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		1/21/97		YES		YES						19.91		20.24		51.15						21.24		52.15						22.24		53.15						23.24		54.15						24.24		55.15						25.24		56.15						26.24		57.15

		Gerard,Jayne		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		4/17/17										2.49		2.82		51.13						3.82		52.13						4.82		53.13						5.82		54.13						6.82		55.13						7.82		56.13						8.82		57.13

		Kuczwanski,John		Mgr of External Affairs		Deputy Executive Dir Office		Kent Perez		5/24/10						YES				10.74		11.07		51.08						12.07		52.08						13.07		53.08						14.07		54.08						15.07		55.08						16.07		56.08						17.07		57.08

		Zhou,Jun		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		3/28/05										17.15		17.48		50.74						18.48		51.74						19.48		52.74						20.48		53.74						21.48		54.74						22.48		55.74						23.48		56.74

		Calhoun,Kimberly R		Administrative Assistant		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		11/10/14										5.07		5.40		50.68						6.40		51.68						7.40		52.68						8.40		53.68						9.40		54.68						10.40		55.68						11.40		56.68

		Bollmann,Theodore A.		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/30/11		YES		YES						9.32		9.65		50.55						10.65		51.55						11.65		52.55						12.65		53.55						13.65		54.55						14.65		55.55						15.65		56.55

		Taylor,Edward L		Chief Operating/Financial Off.		Chief Operating Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		4/15/02				YES		YES				17.99		18.32		50.54						19.32		51.54						20.32		52.54						21.32		53.54						22.32		54.54						23.32		55.54						24.32		56.54

		Moose,Kevin Christopher		Sr. Portfolio Manager/Ext Mgmt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		1/5/15		YES		YES		YES				5.74		6.07		50.52						7.07		51.52						8.07		52.52						9.07		53.52						10.07		54.52						11.07		55.52						12.07		56.52

		McCauley,Michael		Sr Off-Invst Prog & Governance		Investm Programs & Governance		Ashbel Williams Jr.		6/2/97				YES		YES				23.32		23.65		50.49						24.65		51.49						25.65		52.49						26.65		53.49						27.65		54.49						28.65		55.49						29.65		56.49

		Owens,Donna G.		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		7/2/07										22.07		22.40		50.30						23.40		51.30						24.40		52.30						25.40		53.30						26.40		54.30						27.40		55.30						28.40		56.30

		Proctor Jr,Thomas Combs		Portfolio Manager II - RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		4/2/12		YES		YES						8.49		8.82		50.00						9.82		51.00						10.82		52.00						11.82		53.00						12.82		54.00						13.82		55.00						14.82		56.00

		Gainey,Sarah Jane		Sr Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/28/13		YES								7.41		7.74		49.86						8.74		50.86						9.74		51.86						10.74		52.86						11.74		53.86						12.74		54.86						13.74		55.86

		Kirkland,Roy Paul		Sr Quant Data Systems Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		6/24/19										1.32		1.65		49.80						2.65		50.80						3.65		51.80						4.65		52.80						5.65		53.80						6.65		54.80						7.65		55.80

		Elsbernd,Patria		Senior Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		8/24/98										22.16		22.49		49.59						23.49		50.59						24.49		51.59						25.49		52.59						26.49		53.59						27.49		54.59						28.49		55.59

		Staton,Ha-Young P.		Administrative Assistant		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/7/10		YES								10.32		10.65		49.48						11.65		50.48						12.65		51.48						13.65		52.48						14.65		53.48						15.65		54.48						16.65		55.48

		Williams,George Jacob C.		Corp Governance Mgr-Operations		Investm Programs & Governance		Michael McCauley		11/1/07						YES				18.49		18.82		49.43						19.82		50.43						20.82		51.43						21.82		52.43						22.82		53.43						23.82		54.43						24.82		55.43

		Jackson,Teresa Ann		Training Specialist		Human Resources		John Harrison		8/21/12										7.24		7.57		49.07						8.57		50.07						9.57		51.07						10.57		52.07						11.57		53.07						12.57		54.07						13.57		55.07

		Vos,Robert		Dir of Enterprise Project Mgmt		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/24/17						YES				4.82		5.15		49.06						6.15		50.06						7.15		51.06						8.15		52.06						9.15		53.06						10.15		54.06						11.15		55.06

		Geller,Brian George		Sr Portfolio Manager - FI		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		1/14/13		YES		YES		YES				7.74		8.07		48.83						9.07		49.83						10.07		50.83						11.07		51.83						12.07		52.83						13.07		53.83						14.07		54.83

		Marino,Christopher C.		Real Estate Acquisitions Mgr		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		6/30/11		YES		YES						9.32		9.65		48.76						10.65		49.76						11.65		50.76						12.65		51.76						13.65		52.76						14.65		53.76						15.65		54.76

		Myers,Jennifer L		Dir of Operations & Trading		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/9/01		YES		YES		YES				19.24		19.57		48.64						20.57		49.64						21.57		50.64						22.57		51.64						23.57		52.64						24.57		53.64						25.57		54.64

		Vernon,Mauricia L		Senior Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		7/1/97										22.24		22.57		47.53						23.57		48.53						24.57		49.53						25.57		50.53						26.57		51.53						27.57		52.53						28.57		53.53

		Medley,Cristi		Senior ERP Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		2/17/14										6.66		6.99		47.42						7.99		48.42						8.99		49.42						9.99		50.42						10.99		51.42						11.99		52.42						12.99		53.42

		Stewart,Tracy A.		Corp Governance Mgr-Research		Investm Programs & Governance		Michael McCauley		1/19/05						YES				14.05		14.38		47.34						15.38		48.34						16.38		49.34						17.38		50.34						18.38		51.34						19.38		52.34						20.38		53.34

		Hazen,Maureen M.		General Counsel		General Counsel		Ashbel Williams Jr.		2/7/05				YES		YES				15.66		15.99		47.07						16.99		48.07						17.99		49.07						18.99		50.07						19.99		51.07						20.99		52.07						21.99		53.07

		Moreno,Carlos Andres		Sr Desktop Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/17/15										12.91		13.24		46.19						14.24		47.19						15.24		48.19						16.24		49.19						17.24		50.19						18.24		51.19						19.24		52.19

		Voehl,Crystalyn		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		12/7/15										4.82		5.15		46.14						6.15		47.14						7.15		48.14						8.15		49.14						9.15		50.14						10.15		51.14						11.15		52.14

		Mogg Jr,John Craig		Senior Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		10/10/11		YES		YES		YES				8.99		9.32		46.13						10.32		47.13						11.32		48.13						12.32		49.13						13.32		50.13						14.32		51.13						15.32		52.13

		Geiger,Sara Bullock		Portfolio Manager II-Ext RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		8/1/02		YES		YES						18.16		18.49		46.01						19.49		47.01						20.49		48.01						21.49		49.01						22.49		50.01						23.49		51.01						24.49		52.01

		Banka,Jeffrey A.		Accounting Analyst		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		9/9/08										21.32		21.65		45.84						22.65		46.84						23.65		47.84						24.65		48.84						25.65		49.84						26.65		50.84						27.65		51.84

		Main,Marcia R.		Dir of Vendor Management		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/8/10						YES				22.82		23.15		45.70						24.15		46.70						25.15		47.70						26.15		48.70						27.15		49.70						28.15		50.70						29.15		51.70

		Olson,Allison		Dir Policy, Risk Mgmt & Complc		ODCP		Daniel Beard		7/16/18						YES				21.49		21.82		45.67						22.82		46.67						23.82		47.67						24.82		48.67						25.82		49.67						26.82		50.67						27.82		51.67

		Verschage,Jason		Senior Programmer Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/17/19										1.32		1.65		45.49						2.65		46.49						3.65		47.49						4.65		48.49						5.65		49.49						6.65		50.49						7.65		51.49

		Dyal,Mandi Hicks		Dir of Accounting		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/22/98						YES				22.32		22.65		45.45						23.65		46.45						24.65		47.45						25.65		48.45						26.65		49.45						27.65		50.45						28.65		51.45

		Chowdhury,Ummay H		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/2/08										14.41		14.74		45.24						15.74		46.24						16.74		47.24						17.74		48.24						18.74		49.24						19.74		50.24						20.74		51.24

		Romano,Alison J.		Deputy Chief Investment Off		Deputy Chief Investment Office		Ashbel Williams Jr.		1/5/09				YES		YES				11.74		12.07		45.18						13.07		46.18						14.07		47.18						15.07		48.18						16.07		49.18						17.07		50.18						18.07		51.18

		Nation Jr,Stanley Theodore		Mgr of Investment Analytics		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		10/16/17		YES		YES						2.99		3.32		45.15						4.32		46.15						5.32		47.15						6.32		48.15						7.32		49.15						8.32		50.15						9.32		51.15

		Bynum,Steven Shon		Dir of Information Security		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		7/16/18						YES				11.49		11.82		45.03						12.82		46.03						13.82		47.03						14.82		48.03						15.82		49.03						16.82		50.03						17.82		51.03

		Alonzo,Benjamin T.		Mgr of Accounting-FRS		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/28/10						YES				12.49		12.82		44.87						13.82		45.87						14.82		46.87						15.82		47.87						16.82		48.87						17.82		49.87						18.82		50.87

		Skelton,Kelly W		SOO-Financial Operations		Financial Operations		Edward Taylor		4/19/99						YES				21.24		21.57		44.79						22.57		45.79						23.57		46.79						24.57		47.79						25.57		48.79						26.57		49.79						27.57		50.79

		Heintz,Dustin Stewart		SPM-GE External Management		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		7/23/12		YES		YES		YES				8.24		8.57		44.79						9.57		45.79						10.57		46.79						11.57		47.79						12.57		48.79						13.57		49.79						14.57		50.79

		Davis,Terrance O.		Portfolio Manager II - SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		6/5/00		YES		YES						11.41		11.74		44.59						12.74		45.59						13.74		46.59						14.74		47.59						15.74		48.59						16.74		49.59						17.74		50.59

		Carter,Joel T		Portfolio Mgr. II-Trading		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/8/00		YES		YES						19.65		19.98		44.49						20.98		45.49						21.98		46.49						22.98		47.49						23.98		48.49						24.98		49.49						25.98		50.49

		Deas,Angela Lynn		Mgr-Asset Alloc & Invst Alytic		Investm Policy & Asset Alloc		John Benton		6/1/06				YES		YES				14.32		14.65		44.44						15.65		45.44						16.65		46.44						17.65		47.44						18.65		48.44						19.65		49.44						20.65		50.44

		Vice,Sharon A.		Sr Trust Administrator		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		12/19/05										14.82		15.15		44.41						16.15		45.41						17.15		46.41						18.15		47.41						19.15		48.41						20.15		49.41						21.15		50.41

		Lohne,Adam C		Mgr of Apps & Development		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/2/01						YES				18.49		18.82		44.22						19.82		45.22						20.82		46.22						21.82		47.22						22.82		48.22						23.82		49.22						24.82		50.22

		Kenton,Jennifer Mykel		Mgr of Public Mkt Compliance		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		1/8/96						YES				15.66		15.99		44.19						16.99		45.19						17.99		46.19						18.99		47.19						19.99		48.19						20.99		49.19						21.99		50.19

		Wood,Sara		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/21/17										15.07		15.40		43.84						16.40		44.84						17.40		45.84						18.40		46.84						19.40		47.84						20.40		48.84						21.40		49.84

		Anderson,Carrie L		Benefits Specialist		Human Resources		John Harrison		3/18/10										10.99		11.32		43.73						12.32		44.73						13.32		45.73						14.32		46.73						15.32		47.73						16.32		48.73						17.32		49.73

		Wells,James L.		SPM-GE Active and Passive		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		10/2/06		YES		YES		YES				13.99		14.32		43.35						15.32		44.35						16.32		45.35						17.32		46.35						18.32		47.35						19.32		48.35						20.32		49.35

		Porter,Amanda C		Senior Investment Analyst-RE		Real Estate		Stephen Spook		5/1/13		YES		YES						10.58		10.91		43.24						11.91		44.24						12.91		45.24						13.91		46.24						14.91		47.24						15.91		48.24						16.91		49.24

		Macilveen,Melissa A.		Financial Specialist		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		8/9/99										20.82		21.15		42.87						22.15		43.87						23.15		44.87						24.15		45.87						25.15		46.87						26.15		47.87						27.15		48.87

		Bradley,John		SIO-Private Equity		Private Equity		Ashbel Williams Jr.		11/21/00		YES		YES		YES				19.41		19.74		42.47						20.74		43.47						21.74		44.47						22.74		45.47						23.74		46.47						24.74		47.47						25.74		48.47

		Walker,Carolyn Margaret		Sr Financial Systems Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		11/18/02										18.99		19.32		42.41						20.32		43.41						21.32		44.41						22.32		45.41						23.32		46.41						24.32		47.41						25.32		48.41

		Hobbs,Brian		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/1/20										0.08		0.42		42.12						1.42		43.12						2.42		44.12						3.42		45.12						4.42		46.12						5.42		47.12						6.42		48.12

		Ramirez,Carolina R.		Mgr-Quant Investment Analysis		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		4/23/07						YES				13.49		13.82		42.08						14.82		43.08						15.82		44.08						16.82		45.08						17.82		46.08						18.82		47.08						19.82		48.08

		Hale,Carole Denise		Dir of Reporting & Analytics		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		9/14/99		YES		YES		YES				19.74		20.07		41.79						21.07		42.79						22.07		43.79						23.07		44.79						24.07		45.79						25.07		46.79						26.07		47.79

		Bradle,Wesley		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		2/6/14		YES		YES		YES				6.66		6.99		41.76						7.99		42.76						8.99		43.76						9.99		44.76						10.99		45.76						11.99		46.76						12.99		47.76

		Hayes,Melissa		Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		1/4/16										5.57		5.90		41.71						6.90		42.71						7.90		43.71						8.90		44.71						9.90		45.71						10.90		46.71						11.90		47.71

		Glisson,Kari		Vendor Management Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/27/15										5.49		5.82		41.63						6.82		42.63						7.82		43.63						8.82		44.63						9.82		45.63						10.82		46.63						11.82		47.63

		Bianco,Ruthie		Defined Contribution Spec		ODCP		Daniel Beard		9/19/16										16.08		16.41		41.60						17.41		42.60						18.41		43.60						19.41		44.60						20.41		45.60						21.41		46.60						22.41		47.60

		Whitfield,Shoana P.		Mgr of Investment Operat		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/1/11						YES				9.16		9.49		41.17						10.49		42.17						11.49		43.17						12.49		44.17						13.49		45.17						14.49		46.17						15.49		47.17

		Stevens,Elizabeth		Asst General Counsel		General Counsel		Maureen Hazen		11/19/18										14.24		14.57		41.15						15.57		42.15						16.57		43.15						17.57		44.15						18.57		45.15						19.57		46.15						20.57		47.15

		Branham,Mary Linzee		Dir-Legal & Risk Operations		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		11/18/19						YES				6.32		6.65		40.96						7.65		41.96						8.65		42.96						9.65		43.96						10.65		44.96						11.65		45.96						12.65		46.96

		Purvis,Patricia		Senior Audit Analyst		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		5/14/18										3.82		4.15		40.95						5.15		41.95						6.15		42.95						7.15		43.95						8.15		44.95						9.15		45.95						10.15		46.95

		Fisher,Carmen Burns		Sr Vendor Management Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		6/27/00										18.32		18.65		40.88						19.65		41.88						20.65		42.88						21.65		43.88						22.65		44.88						23.65		45.88						24.65		46.88

		Griffith,Clark		Senior Portfolio Manager - PE		Private Equity		John Bradley		8/4/14		YES		YES		YES				6.16		6.49		40.46						7.49		41.46						8.49		42.46						9.49		43.46						10.49		44.46						11.49		45.46						12.49		46.46

		Grauer,Jonathan		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/5/15										10.82		11.15		40.03						12.15		41.03						13.15		42.03						14.15		43.03						15.15		44.03						16.15		45.03						17.15		46.03

		Smith,Shameka		Senior Procurement Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		10/2/12										14.99		15.32		40.00						16.32		41.00						17.32		42.00						18.32		43.00						19.32		44.00						20.32		45.00						21.32		46.00

		Meyer,Joel		Mgr of Finl. Operations-FHCF		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		12/4/17						YES				9.16		9.49		39.54						10.49		40.54						11.49		41.54						12.49		42.54						13.49		43.54						14.49		44.54						15.49		45.54

		Huff,Cameron R.		Mgr of Fin Operat Control		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		2/6/12						YES				8.66		8.99		39.54						9.99		40.54						10.99		41.54						11.99		42.54						12.99		43.54						13.99		44.54						14.99		45.54

		Sewell,Richard		Technical Support Specialist		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		6/1/20										1.65		1.98		39.14						2.98		40.14						3.98		41.14						4.98		42.14						5.98		43.14						6.98		44.14						7.98		45.14

		Gunn,Georgia		Sr Invest Performance Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		5/14/18										1.58		1.91		38.99						2.91		39.99						3.91		40.99						4.91		41.99						5.91		42.99						6.91		43.99						7.91		44.99

		Stephens,Ashley		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		7/9/14										8.91		9.24		38.89						10.24		39.89						11.24		40.89						12.24		41.89						13.24		42.89						14.24		43.89						15.24		44.89

		Nottingham,Alexander C.		Trust Administrator		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/3/07										11.16		11.49		38.78						12.49		39.78						13.49		40.78						14.49		41.78						15.49		42.78						16.49		43.78						17.49		44.78

		Brown,Meghan Reilly		SPM-Active Mgmt & Contracts		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		6/15/15		YES		YES		YES				5.32		5.65		38.72						6.65		39.72						7.65		40.72						8.65		41.72						9.65		42.72						10.65		43.72						11.65		44.72

		Copeland,Anthony J.		Sr Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		7/1/09										10.07		10.40		38.59						11.40		39.59						12.40		40.59						13.40		41.59						14.40		42.59						15.40		43.59						16.40		44.59

		Chaisson,Stephanie		Sr Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		3/6/17										7.66		7.99		38.49						8.99		39.49						9.99		40.49						10.99		41.49						11.99		42.49						12.99		43.49						13.99		44.49

		Mayhann,Kimberly Elizabeth		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/9/17										8.16		8.49		38.23						9.49		39.23						10.49		40.23						11.49		41.23						12.49		42.23						13.49		43.23						14.49		44.23

		Chesser,Julia		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/4/18										7.07		7.40		37.98						8.40		38.98						9.40		39.98						10.40		40.98						11.40		41.98						12.40		42.98						13.40		43.98

		McGilvray,Gwendolyn Pacubas		Mgr of Accounting Control		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/1/10						YES				14.24		14.57		37.79						15.57		38.79						16.57		39.79						17.57		40.79						18.57		41.79						19.57		42.79						20.57		43.79

		Carrasquillo,Melissa		Financial Ops Control Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		9/17/18										7.32		7.65		37.42						8.65		38.42						9.65		39.42						10.65		40.42						11.65		41.42						12.65		42.42						13.65		43.42

		Goeke,Erin		Administrative Assistant		Private Equity		John Bradley		12/3/18		YES								1.82		2.15		36.76						3.15		37.76						4.15		38.76						5.15		39.76						6.15		40.76						7.15		41.76						8.15		42.76

		Adkins,Katherine W.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/29/16										13.41		13.74		36.34						14.74		37.34						15.74		38.34						16.74		39.34						17.74		40.34						18.74		41.34						19.74		42.34

		Sutton,Elainamae J.		Contract Specialist		Chief Operating Office		Marcia Main		2/4/13										7.99		8.32		36.15						9.32		37.15						10.32		38.15						11.32		39.15						12.32		40.15						13.32		41.15						14.32		42.15

		Tucker,Luke		Portfolio Manager-GE Ex Ovsght		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		8/20/18		YES		YES						2.16		2.49		35.96						3.49		36.96						4.49		37.96						5.49		38.96						6.49		39.96						7.49		40.96						8.49		41.96

		Wessling,Todd A.		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		2/1/11										9.66		9.99		35.95						10.99		36.95						11.99		37.95						12.99		38.95						13.99		39.95						14.99		40.95						15.99		41.95

		Reeves,Ryan Benjamin		Portfolio Mgr-Ivst Grd Crdt		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		11/1/11		YES		YES						8.91		9.24		35.87						10.24		36.87						11.24		37.87						12.24		38.87						13.24		39.87						14.24		40.87						15.24		41.87

		Smith,Devin H		Sr Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		6/6/11		YES								12.41		12.74		35.64						13.74		36.64						14.74		37.64						15.74		38.64						16.74		39.64						17.74		40.64						18.74		41.64

		Ortego,Gregory		Senior Compensation Analyst		Human Resources		John Harrison		6/5/17										4.32		4.65		35.43						5.65		36.43						6.65		37.43						7.65		38.43						8.65		39.43						9.65		40.43						10.65		41.43

		White,John Cole		Network Workstation Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/18/17										6.07		6.40		35.34						7.40		36.34						8.40		37.34						9.40		38.34						10.40		39.34						11.40		40.34						12.40		41.34

		Kirk,Whitney		Administrative Assistant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		11/6/17		YES								6.07		6.40		35.27						7.40		36.27						8.40		37.27						9.40		38.27						10.40		39.27						11.40		40.27						12.40		41.27

		Jessup,Justin		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		1/9/17										3.74		4.07		34.96						5.07		35.96						6.07		36.96						7.07		37.96						8.07		38.96						9.07		39.96						10.07		40.96

		Laine,Melissa Ann		Business Analyst		Chief Operating Office		Edward Taylor		4/15/19										10.91		11.24		34.48						12.24		35.48						13.24		36.48						14.24		37.48						15.24		38.48						16.24		39.48						17.24		40.48

		Staverosky,Brian Thomas		Portfolio Manager - GE		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		2/5/14		YES		YES						6.66		6.99		34.40						7.99		35.40						8.99		36.40						9.99		37.40						10.99		38.40						11.99		39.40						12.99		40.40

		Brou,Natalie		Recruiter		Human Resources		John Harrison		8/20/18										4.99		5.32		33.85						6.32		34.85						7.32		35.85						8.32		36.85						9.32		37.85						10.32		38.85						11.32		39.85

		Yeatman,Jonathan E.		Portfolio Mgr. II-Quantitative		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		5/10/10		YES		YES						8.99		9.32		33.75						10.32		34.75						11.32		35.75						12.32		36.75						13.32		37.75						14.32		38.75						15.32		39.75

		Gold,Daniel Rubio		Assistant Portfolio Manager-GE		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		2/1/13		YES		YES						7.66		7.99		33.12						8.99		34.12						9.99		35.12						10.99		36.12						11.99		37.12						12.99		38.12						13.99		39.12

		Scott,Elizabeth M.		Mgr of Internal Audit		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		9/20/10						YES				10.07		10.40		33.07						11.40		34.07						12.40		35.07						13.40		36.07						14.40		37.07						15.40		38.07						16.40		39.07

		Cordero,Alejandro Carlos		Financial Ops Ctl Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		12/12/16										8.74		9.07		32.74						10.07		33.74						11.07		34.74						12.07		35.74						13.07		36.74						14.07		37.74						15.07		38.74

		Underwood,Richard		Sr Quantitative Data Analyst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/29/19										8.32		8.65		32.63						9.65		33.63						10.65		34.63						11.65		35.63						12.65		36.63						13.65		37.63						14.65		38.63

		Howard,Brock		Portfolio Manager-SI		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		5/6/19		YES		YES						1.41		1.74		31.72						2.74		32.72						3.74		33.72						4.74		34.72						5.74		35.72						6.74		36.72						7.74		37.72

		Yeatman,Marissa		Administrative Assistant		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		12/1/15										4.82		5.15		31.67						6.15		32.67						7.15		33.67						8.15		34.67						9.15		35.67						10.15		36.67						11.15		37.67

		Cook,Erica D.		Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		6/18/07										5.99		6.32		31.62						7.32		32.62						8.32		33.62						9.32		34.62						10.32		35.62						11.32		36.62						12.32		37.62

		White,Emily S.		Technical Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		8/27/08										9.49		9.82		31.33						10.82		32.33						11.82		33.33						12.82		34.33						13.82		35.33						14.82		36.33						15.82		37.33

		Smithson,Jeffrey Lee		Portfolio Manager- GE Quant		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		1/9/17		YES		YES						6.74		7.07		31.13						8.07		32.13						9.07		33.13						10.07		34.13						11.07		35.13						12.07		36.13						13.07		37.13

		Lu,Yingrong		Sr Accountant		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		8/29/16										4.16		4.49		30.71						5.49		31.71						6.49		32.71						7.49		33.71						8.49		34.71						9.49		35.71						10.49		36.71

		Hill,Lauren Katelyn		Accountant II		Accounting & Admin Svcs		Robert Copeland		10/10/13										7.49		7.82		30.50						8.82		31.50						9.82		32.50						10.82		33.50						11.82		34.50						12.82		35.50						13.82		36.50

		Ware,Jordan Lynn		Examiner Analyst		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		11/15/12										7.91		8.24		30.31						9.24		31.31						10.24		32.31						11.24		33.31						12.24		34.31						13.24		35.31						14.24		36.31

		Kane,Samantha Lyn		Assistant Trader		Global Equity		Timothy Taylor		4/26/12		YES		YES						7.41		7.74		29.92						8.74		30.92						9.74		31.92						10.74		32.92						11.74		33.92						12.74		34.92						13.74		35.92

		Groves,John Thomas		Investment Operations Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		7/15/13										7.24		7.57		29.62						8.57		30.62						9.57		31.62						10.57		32.62						11.57		33.62						12.57		34.62						13.57		35.62

		Chouloute,Treyvon J		Desktop Support Analyst		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		9/17/18										2.24		2.57		29.11						3.57		30.11						4.57		31.11						5.57		32.11						6.57		33.11						7.57		34.11						8.57		35.11

		George,Nathan Westman		Financial Ops Ctl Analyst		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		8/29/16										4.15		4.48		29.07						5.48		30.07						6.48		31.07						7.48		32.07						8.48		33.07						9.48		34.07						10.48		35.07

		Zhang,Kaiyue		Senior Audit Data Analyst		Internal Audit		Kimberly Stirner		4/15/19										1.49		1.82		27.69						2.82		28.69						3.82		29.69						4.82		30.69						5.82		31.69						6.82		32.69						7.82		33.69

		Noblin,Rachel		Investment Operations Spec		Financial Operations		Kelly Skelton		11/5/18										1.91		2.24		27.38						3.24		28.38						4.24		29.38						5.24		30.38						6.24		31.38						7.24		32.38						8.24		33.38

		Graham,Jeffrey		Operations Specialist		Information Technology		Nancy Sampson		10/15/18										1.99		2.32		26.11						3.32		27.11						4.32		28.11						5.32		29.11						6.32		30.11						7.32		31.11						8.32		32.11

		Hinz,Heidi		Operations Support Specialist		CAT Fund		Anne Bert		10/7/19										0.99		1.32		26.05						2.32		27.05						3.32		28.05						4.32		29.05						5.32		30.05						6.32		31.05						7.32		32.05

		Crown,Eric		Quantitative Analyst		Strategic Investments		Trenton Webster		12/2/19		YES		YES						0.82		1.15		25.37						2.15		26.37						3.15		27.37						4.15		28.37						5.15		29.37						6.15		30.37						7.15		31.37

		Cannon,Nhan-Jael		Human Resources Assistant		Human Resources		John Harrison		11/13/18										0.41		0.74		24.04						1.74		25.04						2.74		26.04						3.74		27.04						4.74		28.04						5.74		29.04						6.74		30.04

		Hamilton,Mira		Fix Inc Operations Analyst		Fixed Income		Kathryn Wojciechowski		6/18/18		YES								1.41		1.74		23.84						2.74		24.84						3.74		25.84						4.74		26.84						5.74		27.84						6.74		28.84						7.74		29.84

		O'Connor,Hayden		Operation Due Diligence Anlst		Risk Mgmt & Compliance		Mindy Raymaker		7/8/19										0.32		0.65		22.61						1.65		23.61						2.65		24.61						3.65		25.61						4.65		26.61						5.65		27.61						6.65		28.61
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Sheet3



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

				December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments

		Total Employees		193		182		135		127		58		55

		Employees as % of Total Employees		-		-		70%		70%		30%		30%

		SBA Compa-Ratio
(Total Salaries ÷ Total Midpoints)		94%		94%		98%		98%		90%		89%



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

				December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments		December 2018 Adjustments		December 2019 Adjustments

		Aggregate Rate Increase		$734,384		$820,393		$467,413		$509,856		$266,971		$310,537

		Median Base Pay Increase		$4,001		$4,165		$3,550		$3,702		$5,768		$4,812

		Average Base Pay Increase		$4,800		$4,508		$4,328		$4,015		$5,933		$5,646

		Median % of Base Pay Increase		5.0%		4.7%		5.5%		5.0%		4.2%		4.1%

		Average % of Base Pay Increase		5.1%		4.8%		5.6%		5.1%		4.1%		4.1%



				All SBA Employees				Non-Incentive Eligible				Incentive Eligible

		% of Increase		# of Employees		% of Employees		# of Employees		% of Employees		# of Employees		% of Employees

		0% - 3%		18		9.9%		12		9.4%		6		10.9%		0

		3.1% - 6%		141		77.5%		95		74.8%		46		83.6%		0

		6.1% - 10%		19		10.4%		16		12.6%		3		5.5%		0

		Greater than 10%		4		2.2%		4		3.1%		0		0.0%		0

				182				127				55
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Progress Toward Target Salaries
(Distribution of Employees by Compa-Ratio)
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Turnover for all SBA, ODCP, and FHCF Staff
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Turnover for all SBA, ODCP, and FHCF 
Non-Incentive Eligible Staff
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Turnover for all SBA, ODCP, and FHCF 
Incentive Eligible Staff
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Projected Retirements by December 2026 
for all SBA, ODCP, and FHCF Staff

• 77 (35.5%) of 217 employees are eligible to retire by the end of 2026.
• 42 (54.5%) of 77 employees eligible to retire are manager/supervisor-level and 

above.
• There are 42 (48.8%) manager/supervisor-level and above employees eligible 

to retire of the 86 total manager/supervisor-level and above employees. This 
means that 48.8% of the SBA’s manager/supervisor-level and above positions 
could be replaced by the end of 2026.

• Of the 77 employees eligible to retire, 16 (20.8%) are already in DROP. Of the 
16 in DROP, 6 (37.5%) are supervisor/manager-level and above.

• Of the 77 employees eligible to retire, 17 (22.1%) are in an asset class and 60 
(77.9%) are in operations.

• There are 61 filled incentive eligible positions with 21 (34.4%) eligible to retire 
by the end of 2026.
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